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Students take Frisbee playing to the next level.

Local patnt-it-yourself pottery shop
offers options after the kiln.
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Field hockey opens season in a tough fashion,
losing to both Northeastern University and
Ball State University last weekend.
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JMU creates Duke Deal plan
New punch system
gets mixed reactions
BY ASHLEY MCCLELLAND

staff writer

MARC CHOVirafrtu l rtlii,■

New JMU
license
plates
available
A new JMU license plate
design now is being offered
through the Virginia Department
of Motor Vehicles.
The plate has purple and
gold colors, as well as the Duke
Dog mascot in the left corner.
The plate can be personalized
with up to six characters.
The plate costs $25 a year
with an additional fee of $10 a
year to personalize it.
The new design is part of
the license-plate scholarship
program administered by the
JMU Alumni Association.
Last year, the JMU plate
with the Wilson Hall cupola
raised $21,885 in 2002 for scholarships. These scholarships are
for incoming freshmen who are
Virginia residents and legacies
— students whose parents of
grandparents attended JMU.
The cupola license plate still
is offered.
For more information on these
plates visit www. jmu.edu/alumni/plate or to order a plate go to
the
DMV Web site at
wuiv.dmvstate.va.us and click on
"Plate Purchase."
— compiled from staff reports

MARC CHOi/l«Ilorphuographrr
Freshman Kelso Carpenter, right, pays for Ms meal at The Festival Sunday as senior Amy
Accettola rings him up. Dining Services changed Its punch system tree semester.

Dining Services has made
several changes, both in its
service and i'.s presentation,
that has left students with
mixed reactions.
One of the biggest changes is
in food price. This year the cost
of food increased, although one
still can receive the same
amount of food for a punch.
Dining Services, in order to keep
the combo meals the same,
introduced a new system of
punching called a Duke Deal.
"The reason for the new
punch system is that as our costs
have increased, we have needed
to increase the price of the products we offer." said Angela
Ritchie, marketing program
manager for JMU Dining
Services. "However, the combo
prices have not increased since
we are committed to offering a
full meal for a punch to meal
plan holders.
"When you add up the items
that are part of a combo, the discount is rather significant for
many of them. So, in order to
recoup some of our costs, yet
still provide that full meal for
meal plan holders, we introduced the Duke Deal. Any
combo with the Duke Deal icon
can be purchased for a punch,
regardless of the retail price. All
the combos that were offered
last year are still available as a
Duke Deal." Ritchie said
Senior Alaina Sadick said she
did not have a meal plan last
year, but purchased one this
semester, "'ihe only real benefit
to a meal plan is that I can eat at
Mrs. Green's and D-hall and
save money," she added.
She said that it is more costefficient to have the meal plan
because she can use a punch at
those dining facilities.

However, some students
without meal plans feel the new
pricing system is unfair.
Junior Brad Dalian, who
doesn't have a meal plan,
said he did not notice the
change at first. After learning
about the changes, he said,
"I'm not going to [PC] Dukes
or [Thel Festival because
they're trying to rip me off."
Junior Hannah Matos. who
also doesn't have a meal plan,
agreed. "I don't like that prices
went up," she said. "Sometimes
you want to eat on campus
because it's convenient. But
now if s more expensive (if you
don't have the meal plan),
which is not fair."

-U
Sometimes you want to
eat on campus because
it's convenient. But now
it's more expensive...
— Hannah Matos
junior

9?
Ritchie said, "Even though
the cost of food continues to
increase, there were no increases
in the prices for a la carte items
in any of the retail facilities. To
offset this, there was a slight
increase in the door price at the
all-you-can-eat facilities. The
city of Harrisonburg did
increase the food tax another 1
percent so tax paid on food
items is now 10.5 percent."
Along with the new meal
plans. Dining Services also performed interior makeovers of
PC Dukes and Mrs. Greens.
set DEAL, page 5

Poor court conditions couid cost
Harrisonburg pro tournament
Hillside tennis courts not up to par, according to USTA
BY STEPHEN ATWELL

assistant news editor
The squeak of sneakers,
drops of sweat and thump of a
tennis ball contribute to the
atmosphere of the Rockingham
Heritage Bank/United States
Tennis Association Women's
$10,000 Pro Circuit Tennis
Tournament.
The future of the annual
tournament played on the JMU
campus is in jeopardy. The poor
conditions of the Hiliside tennis
courts have led USTA officials

to consider moving the tournament elsewhere.
Since its inception five years
ago, the tournament has
brought pro women's players
from
25
countries
to
Harrisonburg, accord ing to John
Raker, Rockingham Heritage
Bank tournament director.
Harrisonburg is the last of
12 stops on the $10,000 level of
the women's pro circuit. It has
featured at least one player
each year that has gone on to
play in the U.S. Open, according to Raker.

After this year's tournament held July 27 to Aug. 3,
the USTA is considering alternatives. They feel the facilities
arc inadequate, unless some
renovations are made to the
courts, according to Raker.
"The courts need to be
regraded and resurfaced, and
there are some fencing
issues," said Raker. "The fencing is old and has been damaged over the years "
A number of other localities

Dukes start season with a bang
LAURA DEAN/^mxdlor
Red-shirt Junior tallback Pervls Blnns.
Ml, eludes Liberty
University linebacker
Kendrlck Howard
during Saturday's 486 win over the
Flames. Blnns rushed
for 79 yards and two
touchdowns In the
home opener. For
more, see page 16.

see COVKT, page 5

CHRIS LABZDVwnnrfAMiii^atr
The Hillside tennis courts' poor conditions could force the Rockingham Heritage Bank/USTA
Women's $10,000 Pro Circuit Tennis Tournament to find a new venue next year.

City cigarette tax to go toward
Harrisonburg's general fund
Some students, professors not bothered by increased costs
BY ADAM SHARP

senior writer
Students returned to JMU last week to find
that puffing up now will require them to pay out.
Harrisonburg has a new 30 cent cigarette tax that
went into effect in July.
In January, City Manager Roger Baker proposed creating a 50 cent cigarette tax to gain
"additional revenue for the city" because "the
state keeps cutting our revenue sources." The
cigarette tax "was the only tax ... that the state
allows us to have that we weren't utilizing,"
Baker said. Revenue projections for the 50 cent
tax were "about $2 million a year"
At a budget meeting in April, Baker again recommended the tax so that Harrisonburg might
fully lund its budget City Councilman Hugh

Lint/ made a proposal to cut the tax to 30 cents
and raise the motel tax 1 percent to 6.5 percent.
That measure was passed by the council.
"I was not in full favor of actually instigating
a cigarette tax to begin with," Lint/ said. "1 felt it
penalized one segment of the population too
much," since "statistics show that the majority of
smokers are people with lower incomes."
When asked about the increase in the motel
tax. Lantz said," I felt that if we were going to do
less on the cigarette tax, then the money had to
come from some other source." The tax on motels
"would help to bring in revenue from outside the
dry Instead of always relying on tlic city folks to
fund all the taxes."
The cigarette tax revenues are not earmarked
xe TAX, page 5
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Tuesday, Sept. 2

UREC will hold the last of three flag football officials clinic in

I Ulc

the Student Leadership Office on the third floor of UREC

will offer "Oitia.itm,; 101 ' Imm 6 to 7:30 p.m. This is a

PMspott event For man infurm.iti.m contact
Brooke Thompson .it x8-8734.

from 9 to 11 p.m. For more information contact Bob Golson

Yea V

The Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity will hold an info
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Webmail delivers mixed reactions

Veronica Sheen, 19. of Alexandria,
was arrested and charged wah possession of a false ID on Aug. 27 at
1:19 p.m. II previously was previously
reported that the subject had used her
sister's identity Aug. 24 at 302 am

at x8-8711 or visit www.jmu.edu/rrcrealion.

FLEX accepted at new restaurants
9/11 phone call transcnpts released

OPINION
House editorial
House cartoon
Darts & pats
Pigs S pearls

6
6
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Of my worldview
Letter to the editor
From the wire
Campus spotlight

7
7
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food opens today at 171 c NeH Avenue. The restaurant

will donate the total sales from the the first three days of business

meeting in 1IHS 236 from 730 to 830 p.m. For more information

hi tin- Boyi and i ,irK c luh of rlarritonbuq

contact Jason Planakis at 438-«157 or visit uwKi.4POisCuiii.com.

Wednesday, Sept. 3

New & Improv'd will be holding a workshop for people

Hi.- I larritcnbuig lire Department will offer "CF.RT" training.

interested inparticipating in JMU's very own improv group.

The class.-, on community response team training will run from

Come out and leam how to improvise and play games with

Sept .1 toOct. 18. the class.-, teach participants how to help in an

New & Improv'd. For more information contact Dan Hodos

emergency situation until (ire and rescue can arrive. For more

at hodosip or 434-2104.

i of Marijuana
Aaron M. Goldberg, 13. of
Lawrencevile, NJ., was arrested and
charged with possession of marijuana
in C-5 lot Aug. 28 at 10:58 p m.

from 5 to 7 p.m I cam to identity easily atrvins sizes. For
more Information contact Brooke Thompson at x8-8734.

9
10
10

FOCUS

Wiiam E. Cardan. 18, of Seekonk.
Mass, was arreeled and charged wrt i
possession of manjuana in McGrawLong Hal Aug. 29 at 1 48 am.

UREC will hold a fitness instructor training program info
session from h to 7 p.m The session is (or the seven-week
program to train participants lo work at UREC. For more
information contact Brooke Thompson at x8-8734.

Ultimate Frisbee

11
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You Made It! Pottery paradise

13

Dealing with a difficult roommate

13

Video Music Awards recap

14

Fashion Boss
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Contact Stephen at ttwellsd9jmu.edu two days prior to theissue date you would like your
event to be published. Please try to limit the event description to no more than 50 words.
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SPORTS
Liberty vs. JMU football recap

it,

Men's soccer weekend recap

16

Field Hockey drops
lo 0-2 on season

16

Driving Undef the Influence
Christopher Holand. 20, of
Alexandria, was arrested and charged
with driving under fie nnuence in l-lot
Aug. 27 at 2:32 am.

intoiiiuii.nl contact Wanda Willis at 432-7717.
UREC will present an info table, •'Size Up Your Servings,"

LEISURE
Comics
Crossword
Horoscopes

In other matters, campus police report
thetofcwrig

FUN FACT

of the Day

Affoupofclrnbtne
participants look on
« UREC adventure
staff member aopho
more Apr! Foakea

MMidison,
Wisconsin
Wiscor
is named after

and ctmb worfcthop
on Friday.

Today

Property Damage
Parking services reported an irate
student damaged the door that leads
lo tie garage area m the parking
office Aug. 26 at 3:30 p.m.
Number of drunk in pubic chatqes
sixeAug. 26: 2

scale* the wal at
UREC earing a belay

WEATHER

Petty Larceny
JMU stall reported the larceny of a
parking hangtag from a vehicle n
P+ot between Aug. 25 at 8:30 am
and Aug. 26 at 8:30 am.

CORRECTIONS

ffl aaison.

Scattered Storms

Ja

High 87 Low 68

■ A JMU student reported the
larceny of a mountain bike from
the Hillside Hall bike rack between
May 8 and Aug. 21. This informa-

Wednesday

Friday

tion was reported incorrectly in the

Scattered Storms

Partly Cloudy

Aug. 28 issue of The Breeze.

82/64

81/55

Thursday

Saturday

AM Clouds' PM Sun

Few Showers

84/60

81/58
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'WrurejMtl buys its tngagantnt rings''

75 Court Square, Harrisonburg
CHpTct to 'Ban^Of America)
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Just FLEX it
Several restaurants in Harrisonburg
begin accepting FLEX for the
upcoming school year.
see rtory below

"Faculty members compete in areas where we
want to enhance the academic experience."
A. JERRY BENSON
dean of the College of Integrated Science and
Technology

NEWS

see story below

Intense training
camp challenges
ROTC cadets

AROUND

Emergency weather
warning system in effect
A now lightning warning
system was installed over the
summer "to notify the )MU
community of immediate
impending threats due to
severe weather or other emergency situations," according
to hUp://u'w\t\jmuedu/$afctyplan/emer^response.
The systems are located at
UREC, Godwin Hall, at the
Reservoir Street soccer fields
and the Public Safety building on South Main Street.
A single 15-second blast of
the air horns means danger.
People are asked to seek immediate shelter. However, when
the danger passes there will be
three consecutive five-second
blasts of the air horns.
I>Hection is based on the
buildup of natural and opposing static electrical charges,
positive and negative, in the
ground and in the atmosphere,
according to the Web site.

BY KELLY JASPER

news editor

IN THE

pholo cuuite»y id" Kate Mtuntim

Annual horse show to
benefit Elkton Museum
ELKTON — The ZHh annual Elkton Horse Show will be
held Saturday, Sept. 13. Hosted
by the Elkton Hi-toru ,il Sol Itty,
it will be held at Blue Ridge
Park in Elkton.
The morning show begins
at 10:30 a.m., and the
evening show starts at 5:30
p.m. There will be 72 classes
scheduled.
All of the proceeds will go
to the Miller-Kite House
Museum in Elkton, according
to Casey Billhimer, president of
the Elkton Historical Society.
For more information call
(540) 298-8085 or e-mail lu<
toryed@meitxom.

smwrn
Standoff ends with court
order to move monument
MONTGOMERY, Ala. —
Workers wheeled a Ten
Commandments monument
out of the state Judicial
Building rotunda Wednesday,
ending a noisy standoff, if not
the broader debate, over religious displays in public buildings, according to an Aug. 27
article in The Washington Post.
The 2-1/2-ton monument, at the center of a
nationally televised tug of
war, was moved to a private
room inside the court building to comply with a court
order that it be taken from
public
view.
Religious
activists were kept outdoors, helpless to make
good on vows to block the
monument's removal with
their bodies if IUM essary.
Monument supporters,
who had stood vigil in the
sun-seared plaza in front of
the building for more than a
week, disapproved of the
removal and vowed to continue to fight.

North Korea declines
further negotiations
BEIJING- One day after

an agreement with officials
from the United States and
four other nations t. pursue
further talks on North
Korea's nuclear weapons
program was reached, the
North Korean government
declared Saturday it saw no
value in holding more negotiations, according to |f|
Aug. 30 article in The
Washington Post.
Japan's Defense Agency,
meanwhile, announced plans to
seek $1.2 billion for Undesigned systems to defend
against hallMu mMki LW
expression of concern about the
nuclear threat from North Korea.
The North Korean and
Japanese statement* lame
dffpitf an agreement in
Dei|ing Friday by the United
States, North and South
Korea, Russia and Japan to
avoid actions and statements
that other parties to the talks
might consider provocative.
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Cadets call In and adjust for Are on a target down range at National Advanced Leadership Camp In Ft. Lewis.
Wash. About 26 JMU cadets attended the training camp to develop their leadership abilities, physical fitness,
markmanshlp, land navigation and hand grenade skills.

Challenging cadets to develop their leadership abilities, physical fitness and mental
strength, the JMU Army ROTC sent about
26 cadets to participate in a mandatory 32day training camp over the summer.
"Around campus you can't pretend to go
around shooting people, but at camp it's different," senior Christopher Whittle said. "We
can't go see our friends at the end of the day,
and we can't relax and know it's all over. At
camp it's intense training 24-7."
Cadets spend their first three years in the
ROTC program preparing for National
Advanced Leadership Camp at Ft. Lewis,
Wash., senior Erin Adkins said.
According to Whittle, "everything you've
trained and practiced for on campus leads up to
those days in the field."
About 5,000 cadets from across the
nation attend the camp during the summer
between their junior and senior year. About
14 of the cadets from JMU performed in the
top one-third of cadets in the nation,
according to Adkins
"At camp, we spend three nonstop days in
tactual training exercises that simulate being
in combat," Adkins said. "The days we spend
in the field were my favorite part because, as
see ROTC, page 4

External research funding FLEX accepted at
reaches record-breaking mark new restaurants
BY COLLEEN SCIIORN

staff writer
JMU has received over
$20 million in grants and
other external funding for
research, instruction, public
service and other scholarly
activities in 20O2-'03, which
is 11 percent higher than the
last fiscal year and the largest
amount JMU has received in
external funding.
The largest percentage of
funding came from the federal
government with the National
Science Foundation providing
$1,258,945.
Richard F. Whitman, dean
of the College of Arts &
Letters, said faculty members
receive money after submitting specific proposals each
year to receive grants.
"The money that is received
is given for a specific purpose,"
Whitman said. "Depending
upon the project, the granting
agency have requirements that
have to be met"
Funds are approved for
department projects taking
place over the summer or
during the school year.
Whitman also said there has
been an increase in external

funds this year with the
College of Arts it Letters
receiving $808,152.
"This is the highest level of
external funding received," said
A. Jerry Benson, dean of the
College of Integrated Science
and
Technology.
C1SAT
received more funding than the
other colleges and divisions
with a total of $8,682,443.
"Faculty members compete in areas where we
want to enhance the academic experience," Benson
said. Using the National
Science Foundation as an
example of how grants and
external funding is given to
schools, he said each year
the NSF has competitions in
different academic areas,
and faculty compete for
external funding by sending in their grant proposals.
"Some of the grants for
research projects include students from JMU and other
schools who work here over
the summer," Benson said.
Then.' are research opportunities for undergraduates that
allow students to work on the
projects as well.
According to Benson, these
research projects can involve

many different fields including material science, chemistry, math and biology.
Different departments may
work together on projects. Last
year one project raised money
to offer minority students
wanting to study math and science scholarships to JMU.
Other colleges at JML'
received external funding and
grants as well. The College of
Business received $710,951, the
College of I uiK.ituin received
$2,772^98 and the College of
Science and Mathematics
received $1,698,987.
Approximately 45 percent
of the external funds wen? for
research, 13.38 percent for public service, 15.12 percent for
instruction. 2.94 percent for
equipment and 031 percent for
continuing education, according to an Aug. 26 press release.
The remaining 23.65 percent
was classified as other.'
The federal government
contributed 54.23 percent,
and state funds accounted
for 36.07 percent. Private
nonprofit
organizations,
industry, local government
and non-Virginia government also contributed funds
and grants.

Webmail delivers mixed reactions
BY JANIS HOLCOMBE

contributing writer
Mixed reactions have
developed about JMU's new
Webmail
system,
which
replaced the old system.
Mulberry, in May.
JMU Webmail can be
accessed from any computer
MhttfK:/Ai\i>tnaiI.jtmij?du.
The transition between email systems lias not been a
problem. Sophomore Mary
UTMUU Mid the change kid
littk'effect on her. "Everything
MM
transferred
from
Mulberry properly, so all I had
to do was go to the Web site/'
she said
"I can access it from any
computer, which is very convenient Also, it is much easier
to navigate and very easy to
use," she said.
JMU faculty members
said they have been enjoying the change as well.
According to Kirk St.
Amant, a professor in technical and scientific communication, having access to
JMU Webmail via the
Internet all the time keeps
students and teachers in
touch a lot more, especially
on off-campus computers.
"BiCiUM it is Web-based,

1 can access my e-mail from
anywhere, so long as I have
Internet access," he said.
The new e-mail system
was designed to keep up with
the demand for an e-mail
service that was accessible
through the Internet, anytime
and anywhere, according to
http://www.jmu.edu/computing/eniail/upgrade.slit.

according to the Web site.
However, Webmail isn't
without its critics. "Mulberry
was easier (to use). I didn't
have to open up the Internet
[browser window). I just
have to get used to it," sophomore Gene Wong said. He
said, however, he likes that
"WebmaiT has a bigger storage space."
Other uppcrclassmcn complained that Webmail is not
Microsoft Outlook compariBecause it is Web- bk- "Webmail is useful in that
accessible from any combased, I can access it's
puter, anywhere," junior
Derek Mullins said. "Though,
my e-mail from
since I don't travel often, 1 still
anywhere...
prefer to use Outlook to check
all my mail accounts, which
-KirkSLAnunt Webmail doesn't yet — but
technical and scienlific hopefully soon wiil - otter.'
communication professor Mullins said.
For the freshmen, using
and accessing Webmail has
not been a pntblem. Many of
The new e-mail system them were able to begin manhas junkmail (SPAM) fil- aging their )MU e-mail
tering, according to the accounts as early as the beginWeb site. Some messages ning of the summer
will be "bounced before
"It was really easy lo
they even enter the sys- understand and use, ir.sli
tem ." However, other mes- m.in Undgett Finley Mid I
sages will be judged and didn't have any problems
then possibly delivered to with it at all, and it's just as
the junkbox folder rather convenient as my e-mail
than the inbox folder, address at home "

BY NATHAN CHIANTELLA

contributing writer
At the start of the school
year, several restaurants in
Harrisonburg began accepting FLEX in an attempt to
increase business and attract
student diners.
One of these .restaurants,
now open, is a Quizno's
located at 37 Burgess Rd.
Quizno's plans on issuing
specials for people who use
their [AC cards. According
to owner James Adams, there
will be a new JAC-associated
coupon each month.
Quizno's is a "fast-casual or
quick service" sub sandwich
shop, according to Adams Ile
described the food as, "gourmet sandwiches made from
only the best ingredients."
Quizno's business already
is doing well. "We want to
thank the community and
JMU for a record-breaking
opening last (Aug. 22 to 25)
weekend," Adams said.
The establishment ranked
fourth in overall sales for the
entire nation that weekend,
according to Adams.
"1 was really excited hi hear
there was going to be a Quizno's
in Harrisonburg now," sophomore Ben Taykir said. "I can't

get enough of their chicken with
honey mustard sauce."
Buffalo Wild Wings Grill and
Bar. kxrated at 1007 S. Main St,
started accepting FLEX in
August, according to owner
Stove Beaudoin. "Because we're
right across the street fnxn campus, we have a lot of students
come in and wanted to increase
business bv letting them use
their J AC cants," he said.
According to Beaudoin, the

-44Every day I'm seeing
more and more students
using their JAC cards.
— Steve Beaudoin
owner of Buffalo Wild Wings
(mil .ml Bar

99
acceptance of FLEX is probably
a factor in the restaurant's
increased sales this year.
"Every day I'm seeing more
and nKHe students using their
JAC cards," he said.
Beaudoin described the
see FLEX, page 4

Here's looking at you
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Sophomore Evan Morltz looks at this year's Mars
Opposition through a telescope Aug. 27 on the Quad.
The red planet was closet to Earth than any other year,
according to a Aug. 25 press release.
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ROTC: Cadets move
out, head off to camp

Just hanging around

Freshman Melissa Francisco repels off Eagle Hall during her ROTC training Aug.
21. She was the first of over 60 military science students to complete the annual
exercise. Each cadet In the ROTC program goes through the repelling drill. No
cadet has ever failed to complete the exercise, according to senior Erin Adkins .

ROTC, from pageS
a female, I'm not able to join the
infantry so I was glad to practice those skills I otherwise
wouldn't have used."
Whittle said, "As a potential
officer, camp really gives us a
chance to learn about ourselves
and how to deal with people. On
campus, you're with your
friends and working together
because you know everyone
really well. At camp, you're
working with strangers and
have to get them to perform."
Although working together to accomplish common
goals was challenging, Whittle
said it wasn't the most difficult part of camp.
"The hardest part was the
CS chamber, whew we take off
our gas masks as they pump a
concentrated form of riot gas
into the chamber," he said.
"It's an irritant gas, and you
feel it on your skin, and you
can't open your eyes and can
feel it fill up in your lungs."
According to Whittle, the
effects go away in five to 10
minutes, leaving cadets feeling
fine afterward.
Whittle said the chamber is

Voices of 9/11, insight into a tragedy:
Port Authority releases transcripts
BY ALFRED LLBRANO,
LCBRANO,

JOSEPH A. GAMBARDELLO
AND THOMAS GINSBURG

Knight-Ridder Newspapers
NEW YORK - Transcripts of
a relentless chorus of confused police radio dispatches
and OMpenrifl phone calls
from dying workers during
the attacks on the World Trade
Center on Sept. 11, 2001,
reveal an extraordinary record
of a hellish day.
Released at 5 p.m.
Thursday in Manhattan on a
judge's order, the 2,000
pages of documents from
the Port Authority of New
York and New Jersey chronicle events beginning at 8:45
a.m. — when American
Airlines Flight 11 slammed
into the north tower— and
ending around noon.
The documents depict the
extreme disorder caused by the
attacks, the scope of which people were slow to comprehend:
two plane crashes guided by
Miiadc attackers; jet fuel melting structural steel; two landmark giant buildings that
anchored the New York skyline
about to collapse.
In some iastnnces, police told
people in the south tower not to
evacuate after the north tower
was attacked, possibly choking
off their one chance of survival.
Rumors of incoming missiles
from
the
nearby
Wool worth Building and further waves of crashing planes
"from
those guys,
the
Palestine's" filled phone lines
and occupied dispatchers' time.
One civilian answering police
phones spent some of his time
talking to his girlfriend on another line, telling her, "I got locked
badly," to which she responded,
"Baby, get over here."
The documents offer snap-

shots into individual experiexpertences, some of it communicated
in clipped police axle that gradually slipped into a more informal, sometimes more pmt.ine.
tone. Taken together, the transcripts are a dialogue of chaos:
A Port Authority police
officer issues "Mayday"calls
while his brethren field calls
from
citizens
Baying
Manhattan was under vftagi
by rockets and waves of
incoming "kamikaze" jets
The wife of Officer Donald
Mclntyre, who was to die in the
attacks, calls a police dispatcher
several times, saying, "I know
he's in there. Have you heard
from my husband?"
A male caller on the 92nd
floor of the south tower ,»sks
whether people should iBBVf
the building after the north
tower is attacked "I would
wait," an officer telLs him, possibly sealing his doom.
A general manager from
Windows <«i the World, on the
106th floor of the north buiMn v,
calls for help three times — the
last asking a police dispatcher,
"What .iiv vve pmi^; to do tor air?
Can we break a window?
"Whatever you have to,"
says the dispatcher, unable
to send help.
"No individual actions1 an
officer barks to his subordinates
"We've got people in there. Wean? going to get them. I want
everybody over here. We an
going to do this right."
Shouting out potfJble
avenues of escape, an ele\ ator
worker radios to another:
"Hurry up, Brian, the lobby is
a f—ing mess "
The converviiurns —many
short and abrupt — may tun %
in some case's, been people's
last words
The transcripts include
radio calls made by Port

Authority police officers and
emplowes .it the World Trade
C enter as well as telephone
calls that wen- receiyed at Port
Authority police stations. It was
in charge of security, and 37
Port Authority officers, along
with W civilian employees,
were among the 2,792 peopk'
i I .it the World Trade
Center Sept. II.
The transcripts wen* released
to the media after I Newark,
N.J., judge' ruled last Friday thai
tie Port Authority had to make'
them public.
Their release came in
response to a lawsuit by TV
Neiv York Times, which initially
asked the Port Authority tor the
transcripts in March 2002.
BxcninAM that clearly
occurred at the start of the
■ttadd show how hard it was
for police and others to understand what was happening
I his isn't an emergency or
anything," a Port Authority
employee tells a police offiOH
We |ust had an explosion at
the World Trade Center '
Mam residents called in to
Bak whether the trains were
running Police had to handle I
report of a man sleeping on the
tracks under the towers
Quickly, the volume of calls
seemexl to build, and the sewntv
of the situation became clearer.
"There's a major explosion,"
,i police ottKi.il s.i\s "(here is
smoke and fia* coming out."
After the second plane
struck, IIH residents began
flooding the Port Authority
with calls ot what they were
watching OH the news
At that point, many wives of
Tort Authority D0UO8 began
calling. A woman named
I vhbie s,i\s she's searching tor
her husband, an officer at the'
World Trade Center
I venone'i fine right now,

Virginia Capital Semester

Make the most of your spring semester!
Make the most of your spring semester

For more information and application:

with an exciting internship, challenging,

• www vcu.edu/capitalsemester.

college courses, interesting guest speakers

• Virginia Capital Semester, School of

and all the drama ot Virginia politics
Experience Virginia's capital city during the
excitement ot a legislative session while
continuing your studies on a full-time basis
through course work at Virginia
Commonwealth University - and earn a
$1 000 internship stipend

Government and Public Allans P0 Box
842028. Virginia Commonwealth University,
Richmond. VA 23284 2028. or
• Contact Professor Ralph HaniMick at
(8041828-8053. (804) 828-1575 or
vacapitarsemOvcu edu
Application deadline is Oct 15.2003

ma'am," she is told by a Port
Authority police sergeant.
"None of our guys are hurt, but
we do have, you know, it's
another big one."
The transcript details
some good moments as
well.A group of people
trapped on the 22nd floor of
the north tower called for
help within 30 seconds of
the first attack. "We are
stuck on 22. The door is
blocked. There is a fire,"
says a center worker identified as Josie. For the next
hour, Josie and her co-workers blocked smoke from filling the room while firefighters trudged up the stairs
and saved them.
Soon, however, things
became more desperate. Fiftyfour minutes after the first
plane struck, police get a call
from an unidentified man saying, " Yo, I've got dozens of bodies, people just jumping from
the top of the building ... in
front of One World Trade."
A Port Authority officer says,
"Sir you have what jumping?"
"People," the man says.
"Bodies are just coming out
of the sky."
By then, according to the transcripts, police were growing
grimly aware erf the extent of the
disaster. The documents are larded with accounts of individual
calamities with which police busied themselves, such as, "We
have a female that fell through
the (elevator] shaft."
As (he morning wore on.
Port Authority radios and
phones seemed overloaded as
the calls grew increasingly frantic With both towers collapsed
into rubble and countless people dead, a Port Authority
worker tells a colleague, 'Tell
everybody you know |toj stay
away from New York, OK?"

important for cadets to go
through because "it's an introduction to something that
could be catastrophic" in a
real combat situation.
The simulations of serious
combat situations, in addition
to the competitive nature and
constant pressure of camp, cn>ates a stressful environment,
according to Adkins.
"You only have like two
minutes to eat your meals, and
we're not really allowed to use
the phones," she said. "People
arc constantly on the go."
Adkias said, however, that
students should not assume
that the camp is similar to the
basic training enlisted service
members go through
"Camp is really turned
over to the cadets. At basic
training, you're just being told
what to do," she said. " Here,
they tell us what needs to be
done, and we're the ones to
make it happen."
Every day at camp, students take new leadership
roles and receive about five
to seven evaluations, according to Adkins.
"They test us on every-

thing from leadership ability, marksmanship, land navigation
skills
to
hand
grenades and (physical training) tests," she said.
At the culmination of camp,
military instructors give cadets
a camp Cadet Evaluation
Report, according to Adkins.
This report, in addition to a
campus Cadet Evaluation
Report and a cadet's gradepoint average, ranks students
on an Order of Merit list.
"Your ranking on the list
determines whether you'll
get your top job pick once
you graduate," Adkins said.
"The top cadets on the list
get their top choices."
Senior Terri Rodzevik said
her top choice is a nursing position at Fort Carson, Col. She
said camp taught her leadership skills and gave her confidence to do a job well.
"The Army has really gone
beyond all my expectations
throughout the training I have
received," Rodzevik said. "My
experiences this summer and
with ROTC have given me
inca*dible opportunities as a
cadet I never even imagined."

FLEX: Expanding
its economic muscle
FlJZX.from page 3
restaurant as "a great place for
casual dining and to get great
buffalo wings and sandwiches."
Dave's Downtown Tavcma,
located at 121 S. Main St. and
Dave's Tavema Express, located on 810 Port Republic Rd.,
both started accepting FLEX
accounts this month.
The restaurants, which
feature Greek cuisine, "cater
to such a large student population that we wanted to
give students more options
on where to eat," said
Kendall Barbery, manager of
Dave's Downtown Taverna.
Last week, all three Pizza
Hut restaurants in Harrisonburg
began accepting FI£X, according to shift manager Jason Hart,
a junior.

Located at 373 N. Mason
St., 2485 S. Main St. and 78
S. Carlton St., Pizza Hut is
"one of the best places to
go for pizza made by
hand," Hart said.
He said he has not yet
noticed an increase in business, but thinks that as the
new offer is advertised, more
students will go to Pizza Hut
to use FLEX.
"(MU's such a big influence on restaurants in the
community, and I think
people are starting to realize that accepting JAC
cards really bring students
in," he said.
For a complete list of merchants that accept FLEX, visit
the card services Web site,
www.jvu.edu/canlctrfoffc.shtml.
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COURTS: USTA could bolt
COURTS, from page 1
have shown interest in hosting the tournament, should
the USTA chose to move it
elsewhere, said Raker.
The first two years the
tournament was played in
I larrisonburg, it was played
on the Godwin tennis courts.
Liter, the tournament moved
to the Hillside courts, when
the Godwin courts were torn
down. They were replaced by
the new bookstore and additional parking.
JMU has 14 tennis courts,
including the courts near the
Convocation Center. The
Convocation Center courts
never were approved for
competitive play due to the
improper grading, according
to Raker
Courts are supposed to be
graded corner-to-corner to
allow for drainage, and the
Convocation Center courts
are peaked at the nets.
Bunny
Williams,
the
USTA
tour
supervisor,
refused to comment until
Raker receives the tournament report.
The USTA critiques each

tournament on the circuit
after the event. The evaluation for the Rockingham
Heritage Bank tournament
has been postponed until
after the U.S. Open concludes Sept. 9.
Each year, since moving
the tournament to Hillside,
the USTA has marked down
the event for the condition of
the courts. This year Williams
and Missy Malool, tournament referee, seemed to
express more concern than in
years past, according to Raker.
"They had more questions
and conversations with me
than in previous years,"
Raker said. He said their concerns stem from reactions
from the players.
Before the event, patchwork was done to the courts
to put them in playable condition, according to JMU
Athletic Director Jeff Bourne.
"The courts are open yearround, so they get a lot of
use," Bourne Mid.
Fred Hilton, director of university communications, said,
"|The courts] are in usable condition now, but it would be nice

to resurface them."
The athletic department
plans to evaluate the courts
this fall and look at budgeting
costs for next year. Bourne
said. A decision will be made
in the spring of 2004.
If renovations are deemed
necessary, they will be implemented over the summer and
in time for the USTA tournament. Bourne said
"If they need to be available for varsity (tennis), then
it would become a high priority," Bourne said.
Hilton said, "It's a nice
thing to have on our campus,
but our top priority has to be
our students."
Senior Margie Zesinger,
No. 1 seed for the Dukes'
women's
tennis
team,
played in the Rockingham
Heritage Bank tournament
in 2001 and 2002. She said
she agrees with the tournament pulling out.
"|MU does not have a
tennis facility that is even
Division One quality, let
alone USTA women's pro
circuit," Zesinger said. "I
feel like I am playing at a

recreational park, not a college facility."
JMU is one of five college
campuses in the country to
host a USTA pro tournament, according to Raker.
"When it comes to running a pro tournament, it
takes a number of pieces to
the puzzle to make it work,"
Raker said.
He said these include
venue, financial support,
players, community support
and volunteers, and the deficiency with JMU is the site.
"The site is usually the easiest thing to fix," Raker said.
Shelia Moorman, JMU
facilities director, said attention to the tennis court issue
is on her list.
"You would want all of
your
facilities
to
be
improved," Moorman said.
Raker said he hopes the
USTA will continue to hold
the event in Harrisonburg.
"For five years, it has
been a great benefit for the
Harrisonburg community to
have a tour on the campus of
James Madison University,"
he said.

MAKC CHOl/wTOor ptiologruphfr

Students buy lunch at The Festival Sunday. Some students
without meal plans are unhappy about the new prices.

DEAL: Changes come
at cost of mixed feelings
DEAL, from page 1
"Aesthetically, we moved
the beverage fountains from
the middle of the serving area
of PC Dukes — to make it
much easier to move around
— and added a splash of color
to each area," Ritchie said.
They are now located across
from Bene Pizza and Pasta.
"Mrs. Green's received a
facelift, including new tables
and chairs and a new layout.
Lakeside Express also has
new tables and chairs to complement all the changes we
made last semester," Ritchie
said. "In the other units, we
continue to work on merchandising the food so it shows
the freshness of the products
we prepare, and we make
■iiIiustmrnK as nrrHed to
improve service."
The final change occurred
with the menus. Several different foods have been added
and a few less popular foods
have been removed.
"PC
Dukes
changed
Montague's Deli to Pastrami's
since we have two other
Montague's on
campus,"
Ritchie said. "Pastrami's offers
some unique sandwiches not
offered in other places, while
continuing to offer the madeto-order deli sandwiches that
are always popular.
"The
other
two
Montague's, both Bene Pizzas
and both GrilleWorks, went
through what we call a 'Brand
Refresh,' which included some
new menu ideas as well as the

TAX: Local smokers not bothered by
rising Harrisonburg cigarette costs
TAX. from page 1
for a specific need but go into
1 larrisonburg's general fund,
lantz said.
Smokers lighting up on the
porch
of
Jackson
Hall
Thursday, however, did not
seem too concerned about the
tax increase.
Senior Andy Bebout said
he didn't even notice. "I live
in Maryland," Bebout said,
and "it's like $550 for a pack
up there."
Senior Mike MacNabb
agreed. "I noticed (prices)
went up a few cents,"
MacNabb said, who pays a
"little over three bucks" for
his cigarettes.

MacNabb, who is from
Vienna, still preferred the
prices in Harrisonburg compared to his hometown. "It's
still a lot better down here."
Professor Ge Baas, who
teaches courses in philosophy, art and religion, also
said he did not notice an
increase in the tax, but that is
because "I buy cigarettes on
the run." Baas, who is from
Roanoke, said he "typically
buys one pack at a time," and
"I don't pay much attention
to the price."
Baas did add that his purchasing habits are more of a
coping mechanism than lack
of attention "I consider it a

Beads

really stupid habit and a waste
of money," Baas said. "I don't
look at the price."
Local businesses have
seen the effects of the tax
more than smokers.
"Sure it has affected us,"
said Sherry Thompson, manager of Mr. Chips, adding that
"it's a little too early" to gauge
the complete effect of the tax.
Thompson said that student reaction has been
mixed. "It depends where
people are coming from,"
she said, explaining that
taxes are higher "up north"
than "farther south."
Harrisonburg
Mayor
Joseph Fitzgerald rejected

suggestions that the new tax
is directed at students. "The
price of government continues to go up and has to be
paid for," Fitzgerald said.
He did add that "as regards
college students, I'm surprised that anyone smart
enough to get into college
would be dumb enough to
light up a cigarette."
Lantz and Fitzgerald said
they do not see the tax disappearing anytime soon.
"I see it more as a permanent tax," Lantz said.
Fitzgerald agreed. "In general, taxes do not go down,"
he said. "When they do, there
are disastrous results."
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— Maria Debacco
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homemade potato chips at
|The| Festival," Ritchie said.
Festival also has changed
slightly, along with Java City,
D-hall and several others. "We
have also introduced some
upscale sandwiches at Door 4
Subs to add a little variety
there and baguette sandwiches at the Java City in Taylor
Down
Under.
D-hall
revamped its menu, keeping
the favorites and replacing
some of the less popular items
and Chick-fil-A has introduced cool wraps as a healthy
alternative for their customers," Ritchie said.
Chick-fil-A now accepts
Dining Dollars throughout the
entire day.
"I liked Dukes better before
because it was nice having all
the drinks in the middle,"
sophomore Maria Debacco
said.
"I'm excited about the new
chicken salad they offer at
Dukes
now,"
sophomore
Anna-Claire Whitehead said.
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I liked [PC] Dukes
better before because it
was nice having all the
drinks in the middle.

The Christian Science Monitor
An independent, unbiased international daily newspaper
with worldwide readership
Founded in 1908 "To injure no man, but to bless all mankind"
Winner of 7 Pulitzer Prizes - 50 correspondents in 9 countries providing concise
analysis of world events - special features cover work/money, learning/ideas,
arts/leisure, science/technology and MORE! A great research tool.

Ask about the "treeless" version at the JMU Library
or visit their award-winning Web site: www.csmonitor.com
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Making tun of opposing teams is nothing new to sports, or to JMU fans for
that matter. In fact, that seems to be all
most JMU fans are good at these days.

"As American college students in 2003. we
have largely lost the ideology that was present at this nation's birth."
JON ANDERSON

graduate student
st« house editorial, below

see column, pace 7

JMU students let little Liberty outshine them in spirit, support
'Ugly and one-sided.
rfial phrase could describe two thing*
Saturday night
the football game and
the i rowd sitting in the stands.
Sunv JMU crushed Liberty University, 486, ,i- marry expected. While Dukes fans
might have had the last laugh, their enthusiasm .U the start ol the game was quite a joke.
Hundreds oi Liberty fans piled into
Bridgeforth Stadium, decked out in red
and navy — the Flames' school colors —
which greatly outnumbered the purple
shirts around !l\em.
Not only did Liberty fans come to the
game with more school spirit, they came
to cheer on their teaoti
When the I lames took the field, the
two sections oi Liberty fans deafened the
fcv, (creams from JMU fans — which
was quite an embarrassment
l\ll bns got in their quick quips and
chants to lAertyplaveisana fans before the
game, including the chant, "Save me school."
Making fun ot opposing teams is nothing new to sports, or to IML fan- for that
matter In fact, that seems to be all most
I Ml tans are good at these days.

At most sporting events, fans flock to
mock opposing players and give them a
hard time. But lately, it seems as though
the cheers lor our own players have
become silent.
Maybe it is because JMU hasn't had
the best o| Kick in recent seasons when
it comes to football or basketball.
Mavbe during those seasons, JMU fans
had nothing positive to cheer about, so
they decided to hlSt start rooting agMilUl
the other team instead of rooting for
their own team.
A few cheers lor the Dukes came to life
during various parts of Saturday's game.
Some were when JMU scored touchdowns — which was a reason to cheer,
since fans haven't seen too many of those
by a I Ml team in one game in a while.
Some noise from the JMU "faithful"

1?

was the oohs and the aahs from red-shirt
freshman Alvin Banks breaking ankles
left and right or from someone getting
nailed on a play.
But for the most part, JMU fans
remained quiet, or spent the majority of
their time making fun of the Flames' crowd.
There's nothing wrong with having
fun or trying to start a friendly rivalry
with opposing teams and fans. It's
healthy. The best college rivalries are
based on those very principles, such as
the
bitter
rivalries
between
the
University of Virginia and Virginia Tech
or Duke University and the University
of North Carolina.
However, JMU fans need to get back
to the basics — go to the game to cheer
on your team and show school spirit.
The first step actually is going to the
game — something a lot of students forgot to do Saturday. While attendance
officially was listed at 10,872, a good
number of the JMU crowd showed up
late and left early.
Many people complain about how
the football team hasn't had a winning
record in a few years and how they
wish our program was like (insert a bigtime football school here).
While Liberty isn't top-notch competition compared to some of JMU's Atlantic
10 Conference opponents, the Dukes put
on a good showing. Many of the JMU
players showed a lot of potential for great
seasons, as long as they stay healthv
Every team has to start somewhere.
For JMU, Saturday's win on the field is a
good start. But the lack of cheering fan
support isn't.
As the quote from the movie "Field
of Dreams' states, "If you build it, they
will come." Maybe for JMU's football
program to get the recruiting and support it needs to go to the next level, the
phrase should be changed to "If you
come, they will build it.

■ Pigs and Pearls
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Pat...

AdamSharp

Dart...

\ tli.inks-lor-thc-nice-ridc" pat to
ill. taxi driver who gave me a cheap
trip Friday night.
; IDM ii Kphomort girl who will never
ride Hu but tgtrin,

Dart...

A "stoLvtcnting-your-own-horn" dart to
the train that goes through campus at 5 a m.
and wakes me up.
/ rom a sophomore who thinks thai
"quiet hours" should apply equally to hallway, and railroads.

Pat...

A 'punch in-your-face— and-DiningDollara" dart to Dining Services for raising prices on commuter students without
mew pi.ins
' ton i ttnior who ^vzys tlwt you can RMEM
her, um. ami, uou motiier-FLEXen

Pat...

A "thanks-for-bcing-a-loser-with-mc"
pat to my roommate for staying around
on a Saturday night and watching
Disney movies with me.
From a senior girt who is too old to party every
nightoftlie week ami iqrpreciales lhci,mipany.

Dart...

A "Satiirday-morning-brunch-washumiliation-trec-thanks-to-you'' pat to
the girl who lent mc an extra hand to get
my bagel out of the guillotine at D-hall.
From a coordinationttepriivd sojjhomore
who would htVt tptUod her trim on innocent victim Win it not for your miuhmt act oikindness.
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A "how-many-monkeysM.Kres-it-t.iketo-provide-lnternet-servicr" dart to the
incompetent tools at one Internet MTvice
provider tor advertising high speed service and providing no speed service.
From a senior who is tick and tired of seeing
that you hart lost my connection onct again.'
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"You better watch out. you
better not cry. better not pout.
I'm telling you why" — John
Asheroft is coming to town.
lie knows when you are
sleeping IK> knows when you're
awake. He knows when you've
been bad or good" — so be good
for America's sake!
If ordinary Americans do not
know what to make of U.S.
Attorney General John Asliemlt.
perhaps now they can see him
in person. He currently is traveling the country attempting to
refurbish his image and that of
his controversial creation — the
Patriot Act of 2001.
Ashcroft's popularityand the survival of the Patriot
Act — are increasing at risk
from liberals and conservative!., prompting a public relations campaign that will hit 18
. ilii's and emplov the assistance
of all 94 U.S. federal attorneys.
Nevermind that federal
law prohibits federal employees from lobbying tor legisla
tion. Last week's .Vi.'su'.vA
reported that Ashcroft asked
the prosecutors to hold community meetings, write opinion pieces in newspapers and
to ensure "that uniformed
cops are seated in bleachers
behind the attorney geniT.il."
Ah, the pageantry and the
.ili-r ol iHilih.s Ariieli.,1. the
land of freedom — the country
which sees itsell as til to |.nn>;
democracy to Muslim nations
with no history of democratic
rule - where non-elected officials exploit
the publil I
respect for people in unilorm
to drum up support tor legisla
tion that surrenders fasSaOOl
tor an illusion of security.
rhe Patriot Act was a product of the national fear and
panic caused by the attacks of
Sept. 11, 2001 I Is passage u.is
guaranteed in an emironmenl
where the public demanded
that the government do something, anything
not ne.es
sarily. however, the right
thing. Action, not wisdom,
Mien was the valued trait.
Now, almost two vr.u.
lahK On- tear is beginning to

lift as Americans realize thai
the world did not change die
day the towen Ml. All that
changed — for many, but not
all — was how Americans
saw the world.
That change in perception is
the only reason why President
George W. Bush remains popular, and Amen,ans, an stothadl
the gmss betrayal of American
values and legal principles
caused in ma Patriot Act.
Ashcnilt's tirst speech Aug.
19 that kicked on ins national
tour promoting the Patriot Act
— and his job survival —
reminded his audience of the
events of Sept. 11, and immediately assarted dial Ins work.
and the powers given to him
by the Patriot Act, are an
extension of "the unfinished
work" of that day.
This isn't what Ash. roll
0HCS said lx' was about in his
December 2001
testimony
before the Senate Judiciary
Committee. Granted, in that
testimony lie also began his
speech by reminding his listeners of the day yylien ' the
United States came under
attack." Later in Ins testimony,
however, he made it clear what
was important yvhen lie said,
"We need honest, reasoned
debate.; not fear mongering."
Now Aslnroll sin,;-, a ,ht
lerenl lone In his Aug. 19
speech, Ashcrofl said that the
Patriot Act giyes law enforcement the MOlS to prevent terrorism but "to abandon these
tools
would
senselessly
imperil American lives and
American liberty, and ignore
the lessons ol Sept. II."
Gee who would want that
day to happen again' Not me. I
gue-s I'll let Mr. Ashcmfl and
Mr. Bush take care of roe Thcv
know whafa best. Thev'd
never use their powers Hi a
WSJ that would endanger
Amencan freedoms. Alter all.
me) always wear r\mtrican
Hag pins rhat's so patriot!.
Actually, its ., deae. ration of
Oic Hag Read Hie Bag code. Ifs
also ., .les,,,,,,,,,,, ,,, wn|i, (l||
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■ Of My Worldview

Bible, American spiritual heritage important to understand
JonAnderson

*
*

-■

As American college students in 2003, we largely have
lost the ideology that was present at this nation's birth. Many
of the movers and shakers of
society back then were very
knowledgeable o( the Bible
and quite a few were devoted
to its source and message.
Numerous documents of the
period confirm this fact, yet
today little is taught of our
spiritual heritage.
Trie current thinking seems
to be that it is permissible for
the Bible to be preached in
churches, but those "infected"
with its message must understand that it is no longer relevant to life in modem America.
I couldn't disagree more.
As prudish as it may sound
to some these days, I love to
read and study the Bible. To
Ine, it is the greatest book ever
written. From a literary perspective, the Bible is quite
remarkable. Compared to other
books, it demands a category of
its own. Let me explain.

First, the Bible has drawn
tremendous scrutiny and criticism over the years. It
should. It.claims to be "the
truth according to God."
Despite endless rhetoric to
discredit its validity, many
students of the text confidently defend its literal message.
A large percentage of its
authors went to their deaths
because they refused to stop
promoting and defending its
inspired truths. Many believers since then also have been
martyred for their tenacious
faith in the Scriptural truth. 1
suggest there is a compelling
reason for some to place a
higher value on God's word
than their own well being.
The historic record contained within the Bible is
dependable,
according to
experts. The text commonly is
used to locate archeological dig
sites. Millar Burrows, a professor at Yale University who studied the evidence that proves the
historicity of the Patriarchs of
Israel, said, "The excessive

skepticism of many liberal theologians stems not from a careful evaluation of the available
data, but from an enormous
predisposition against the
supernatural ... On the whole,
however, archeological work
has unquestionably strengthened confidence in the reliability of the scriptural record."
Second, tne very survival of
the ancient text puts it in a
class of its own. At various
times since the Scripture was
recorded, concerted efforts
have been made to completely
remove it from existence. One
example was in the Roman
Empire, during the early
development of the Church.
Theologian Grant Jefferies
wrote, "in A.D. 303, Emperor
Diocletian issued an official
command to kill Christians
and burn their sacred books."
According to Lowell Dm«\
of the Bible Broadcasting
Network, "one of the great testimonies of the Bible that cannot be explained ... is its
preservation. Kings, armies,

.ithnst\ philosophers, humanists, liberal theologians and
■Olernments ... have tried to
remove and destroy the Bible
(and yet it remains) '
Some very intelligent people incorrectly have predicted
that Christianity would die
out The French philosopher
Voltaire said that Christianity
would disappear in his lifetime. Ironically, printing pMM
es located in his home later
provided the means for mass
production of the Bible.
Author H. Aptheker, who
n role "The Urgency of
Marxist Christian Dialogue,"
said of marxism that "when
individuals have reached
positions wherein God is altogether unnecessary, and when
the social order reaches the
stage where religious concepts
will no longer be necessary,
religion will evaporate if
Marxism is correct."
Sigmund Freud, the socalled "father of psychology,"
attacked Christianity often with
"sledgehammer blows," accord-
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Associate Professor of Clinical
Psychiatry Armand Nicholi.
Included among Freud's writings are "the Scriptures are full
of contradictions, revisions and
t.ilsifica lions," "no intelligent
person can accept the absurdities or fairy tales of believers"
and "the religions of mankind
must be classed among the
mass delusions." Voltaire, Marx
and Freud still are hailed as
intelligent men, but given the
triumph of the Bible and
Christianity around the world,
it would be honest for us to consider them intelligent fools.
Lastly, the Bible has a unified message. This may not
sound so incredible until you
realize the great diversity
from which it was compiled
Its 66 books were written by
44 different authors from three
different continents, over a
1,600-year period. The authors
were rich, poor, rulers, laborers, young, old, educated,
uneducated, esteemed and
despised. With this degree of

diversity in its origins, it
would be something of a miracle for it to contain a unified
message. Nevertheless, from
Genesis to Revelation, the
Bible progressively reveals,
among other things, the
nature of God and his plan of
salvation for mankind.
' There are many other things
I could say about the Bible. In
sum, this ancient record of history and truth is a book like no
other in the world because its
origin is of God, not of man.
According to internal evidence, God authored the Bible
and used man as his pen.
Unfortunately, today most
Americans are biblically illiterate. Most cannot examine the
Scriptures critcally due to ignorance
of
the
contents.
Regardless of one's belief system, being well-read is urged
strongly bv ediKators. Why
not include the book that is the
top seller in the world vear
after year on your reading list?
Jon Amtirstm t> it fir$l year
gradtuilc thidttlt

Your First Amendment right of free
speeeh is laying there on the ground.
Yeah, there under the pile of dirty
clothes.
It's getting really lazy.
Why don't you exercise it?
Write a letter. Give a pat. Send a dart.
Make your free speech lose that Hal).
Rememher, just like with any muscle,
you use it or lose it.
breezeopinion@hotmail.com
/)/<•(';('(//'(" lioinuiil.com

HOWS YOUR LOVE LIFE??
SINGLE? Learn how to tpot a jerk!

Yo*r ac( h«r«

INVOLVED? Make your Relationship
soar and sparkle! Recognize the Six
Love Bustera, plus much, much more
that damage ANY Relationship!

n.r«w« M«rtftir#

GAIN the knowledge, toola and
confidence to make your intimate
relationship* fly sky-high!

HEAVENLY HAM
lUNdTAw.HamnM
Bsfcia* fcc Valley SW1
434-5700, 4*4-5011 U\

■i

Ham and Much More!
Eat-la
Party Platters
Take-Oat
Tailgatiag
Bay One Box Lunch

Get One Vi Price
BasSs* hpL J0.200J
N« nil* MuMmM arm* altar OOOT

Don't learn everything the painful, hard way! Get SMART! is a remarkabk forum of Mid Atlantic experts, sharing what it
REALLY takes for successful lore!
Get SMART!

Trumform your Love ReUtionthip* and your liftl

Monday., 645-9:15 PM, September 8*-October IJ*.

105 Zane Showlcer

Mocr ralbnnMoa? Co » www muicdu 'cpd, gciim«n oi cal 5SH24*
S*n uei toon! Space it tain*
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"Mrs. Green's because
it's different from the
other dining Imlls, and
it's a lot easier to eat
healthv there."

2, 2003

"They make sushi
right in front of you
' '
can't ?.■; any better
Wan that."

Rachel Hockenberry

Michelle Bender

sophomore. musiceducation

freshman, biology

'D-hall be
right acroi$
my dorm and
the football pi
eat there "

"D-hall, no question,
because of Saturday
breakfast and cheesecake
Tliursdays.'

campus

SPOTLIGHT

Caite Rowan

Alina Foo
lomore, international affairs

freshman, psychology

^L Where is the best place to eat on campus and why?
ASHCROFT: Preying on public
ASHCROFT, from page 6
the flag, but The Waslnngton
Post editorial page Saturdayreported that Bush signed
flags last month in Michigan
for supporters.
Yes, that's right, he autographed them. I bet Betsy Ross
never autographed the flag, and
she had a lot more reason to do
so. That sure is a lot of respect
for Old Glory, Mr. President.
For the members of the
College Republicans who are
aching to report me to the
House Un-American Articles
Committee, don't worry. I'm
probably already on a watch list.
In his December 2001 testimony, Ashcroft said that "those
who scare peace-loving people
with phantoms of lost liberty ...
only aid terrorists ... they erode
our national unity and diminish
our resolve. They give ammunition to America's enemies."
Sounds like he's talking
about me. Am I scaring you
with "phantoms of lost liberty?" Would you rather be
scared about terrorism?

Let's talk about terrorism, Mr.
Ashcroft. Webster's Dictionary
defines terrorism as the "use of
force or tha'ats to demoralize,
intimidate, and subjugate, especially such use as a political
weapon or policy.'
Mr. Ashcroft, you are terrorizing the American people.
Not only do you scare us by
invoking Sept. 11, 2001, every
time WC question your powers,
but you have become what
you denounced before the
Senate. You "pit Americans
against immigrants, and citizens against non-citizens" in
order to decrease our trust in
those who recently have come
lo this country. You "scare
peace-loving people" for your
own political ends.
I .mi ha-d of being told to be
scared. I am tired of being told
that the world changed on Sept.
11. Nothing changed in the
world. The people who hated
us before the attacks still hated
us afterward.
What did change was how
America viewed the rest of tlie

world. A country that had been
divided politically suddenly
united around one common
theme — security. Americans en
masse traded their liberties for
the reassurance from government leaders that all the bad,
bad men would go away.
Almost two years later, 1
see signs of hope. Aniern.au-.
from the left and the right are
realizing that Franklin Delano
Roosevelt, a man much greater
than Bush or Ashcroft, was
right when he said that "the
only thing we have to ir.ir is
fear itself."
That is why Ashcrott is mi
his cross-country trek He has to
get America scared again. Go
back 'to the little jingle at the
beginning of this column.
Ashcroft is not Santa ( bus.
bringing gix>d cheer and gladness. Think of him as more of a
grinch — the grinch who wants
to steal our courage.
Adam M. Sharp k a junior tor
eign languages major who donpM
all hate mail or other OMiMtfftfa fff
omnilingual^hotmail.com.

Goahead. Get it off your chest.
C'mon, you know you want to.
What's the worst that could happen?
You don't like him anyway.
Dart thy enemies.

Send a dart to breezedp@hotmail.com.

■ From the Wire — Kansas State University

Nigeria shows cause for alarm
AndrewLawson
President George W. Bush
is not doing enough to stabilize a strategically important
country in West Africa. I'm not
talking about Liberia.
Lef s be honest — I iberia has
the strategic importance of
l.ii'iliiensti'jn. The only reason

anyone and about i IbeHi fioi
even 10 minutes is because then'
weren't any more interesting
humanitarian crises going on .»t
the time. Who reallv wants to

Intervene in a oountr) where
n'hel soldiers tramp into Kittle

wearing wrenar/i nothing?
NaKtohell with I.ilvria
I'm talking about the letier.il
Republic of Nigeria, ■ country
twice the si/e ol CaUfomfai thai
is the Bflh-lafpeal KXIICC of
United States .til
Iraq, to put that in MfSOeCtiu\ is sixth OH 'lu- list
According
to
Chris
Suellentrop, Sktt magazine's
deputy Washington bureau
chief, "After Sept. II (2001)
the Bush administration
began trying to Increase the
■mount of oil the United
States imports from Weal
Africa, and some think
Nigeria has the potential to
produce more oil than anv
country except Saudi Arabia.''
Wefl, if that's the plan. Hush
needs to lake I look at his
other oil-procurement project
and learn some lessons
With guerrillas blowing up
pipeliix's MKI generally causing
mayhem, it doesn't look like [nq
will he upping its inule output
anytime soon. Y\e even have
mat country under martial law.

How does Bush expect
Nigeria to be a steadier supplier
when its traditionally unstable
government isn't an Americanempowereu' administration}
There are several major
problems facing Nigeria's population, the first being that it rUH
■ Very large population
About one out of every six
Africans is Nigerian I lie

country's population of 130
million is by far Africa's
largest under a single flag.
rheaecond problem u thai
a flag and a name is about all
that unites them. Nigerii has
more than 250 ethnic groups,
with the largest comprising
only 29 percent of the popu
lace. Worse, they speak more
than 500 languages
Ihus. Nlgeril is R sort ot
Qbet-ftlflOSiavkt subject to what
an- called "ivntntugal forces,"
which tend to tear countries
apart rattier than unify them.
I ucktty, ethnic differences
alone will not end Nigeria's sovereignty They will hasten the
prOCeai it it is -*■( In motion h\
the third pniblem, however

Though 40

percent

«>t

Nigerians ,in- Christian, including the current president, half
practice [slim. Furthermore, 12
states in northern Nigeria practice a strict form of Islamic law
known as shari'a.

OneUgcontrovers) revolves
around Amina Lawal. I woman
who has bean sentenced to
death bv Hontng, attei she is
buried neck-deep m sand, under
this religious lend system.
Her crime? Sex after divorce.
I'm not going to pass any

judgment on shari'a as an affective system of law, but consider
this — it also is the foundation
of jurisprudence in Iran' and
Saudi Arabia — some of the
countries that scare the piddle
out of Bush at night.
loss onto this pile of problems ■ history of rioting over
tilings like the Miss World pageant and the fact that Nigeria,
according to the Slate article, is
one of the three most corrupt
countries in the world, from
top to bottom, and you have a
real mess shaping up.
If there's any bright side to
all this, it's that we can prevent
a repeat of the Iranian 1
lion or some similar t
would diminish All
ability to influence the*1
but only if we act now.
Nigeria is starting toflL
like the prototypical aM>»da
breeding ground, with '♦he
characteristics laid out by
Suellentrop — "an abundance
of oil, a voung population, economic stagnation, a corrupt
elite, a legacy of colonialism, a
vision ot ttseu as .1 superpower
that is in decline and a rise in
Islamic radicalism."
U't's not allow another
Afghanistan to develop, only to
haunt us decades later.
President Bush, pro,
the necessary aid and t
ence to strengthen
and root out corrup
radicalism for good.
Andrew Lawson is a
print journalism major at Kansas
State Univenity. This column
apMred in the Aug. 29 edition of
the Kansas State Collegian.

Jjntt-> Madison I mvcrsity
(ton Si(.\.i|| Theatre
tin 1.

oi] September Movies
Wednesday Thursday

*mm

Friday
CHAR

ALL FILMS $2.50

s«»

NO BOOKBAGS
ALLOWED

Saturday

MILL IHHUIIU

Sept. 3rd 4 4th
719 PM

«* •' M \

Sept 5th£'6th

7 & 9:30 PM..

Sept. 12th «. 13th
7 & 9:30 PM

Sept 10th & 11th
7 4 9:30 PM

DAVS
LATER

MATRIX •*
HE-EQA QE-D

it. 19th 4 20th
7 4 10 PM

^s
VIXAP

RPririiAffui
BECKHAM

Sept. 26th 4 27th
7 4 10 PM

^Pt. 24th 4 25th
74 9 30PM

Tor more Information, call the movieline at x86723 or check out upb.jmu.edu
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COMICS
Just Like Reality by Patrick Bredland

ARE YOU ,
,
mlTOlfni in doing

GRAPHLCsCOIfliCS

ILLUS

M^E,
yes

noj
Go away.

You rock! Contact Jess at tay/or/7
or Marc at choisd.

USE YOUR DETECTIVE INSTINCTS
AND FIND THE BREEZE NEAR YOU
On-campus
Alumnae Hall
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Burruss Hall
Carrier Library
Chandler Hall
CISAT
Duke Hall
Facilities Management
Frederikson Hall
Frye Building
Gibbons Dining Hall
Godwin Bus Stop

Godwin Hall
Harrison Hall
Health Center
Hillcrest House
Hoffman Hall
Huffman Hall
Jackson Hall
Johnston Hall
Keezell Hall
Maury Hall
Medical Arts
Miller Hall
Modular Building
Moody Hall

Mr. Chips
Music Building
PC Dukes
Roop Hall
Sheldon Hall
Shenandoah Hall
Sonner Hall
Taylor Hall
Theatre II
UREC
Varner House
Wampler Hall
Warren Hall
Wellington Hall

Wilson Hall
Zane Showker Hall

Off-campus
Anthony's Pizza
Artful Dodger
Biltmore Grill
Calhoun's
Dukes Mobil
Hole in the Wall
Jess' Quick Lunch
Laughing Dog
Luigi's

These are just some of the more than 90 delivery locations for The Breeze.

Main Street Bar & Grill
Mike's Mini-Mart
Mr. Gatti's
Mr. J's Bagels
Nautilus Fitness Center
Neighbor's Exxon
Pizza Hut
Port Road Exxon
Purple Dawg
Runner's Corner
Simple Pleasures
Spanky's
The Look
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CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.

1

Today's Birthday (Sept. 2). Figure out your schedule carefully and double-check your plans, leave plenty of
room for imagination. You can make great changes this year, but the results won't be exactly as you expected.

2

3

a

6

14

I

7

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

mg Today is a 6 - Make sure everybody
4^»y knows what they re supposed to do
jflj You're up against tough competition,
but the last surprise is in your favor.

Today is a 6 - All of this thinking is makT
X I 71 ing you smarter, and less likely to fall for
W I W a trick. Reevaluale old suppositions in
light of new discoveries.

Taurus April 20-May 20

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

Today is an 8 - You should be in a pretty
tJ^P^k good mood, bui don't get overly gener^RV ous You won't do your friend a favor if
™ you promise more than you have. And
that goes for time and money, too.

y

M Today is a 6 - A surprising new development causes another change to your
plans Luckily, you're flexible. But keep
your objective in mind.

Cancer June 22-July 22
Today is a 7 - Trying new things is exciting
, but it can lead to new problems. You can
figure out how to solve every one of them.

Today is a 6 - You'll feel more eneigetic
JLjk soon, but your every move is being
JVflL watched Can you hold up under this
"
scrutiny? It II help to remember your
manners. This is making you stronger.

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22
-^ 0^ Today is an 8 - Make up your mind about
-p4n what you want to achieve. Your plans will
■ MM require modifications that you'll appl) .is
aftaV. you go along. Be organized yet creative.

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19
j^.
Today is an 8 - You're doing fine, but
■■_- you'll do Ix'ttcr it you streamline your
r^RT operation. With the help of friends, get
rid of stuff that you can do without

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18
j^st Tixlav is a 6 - You and your friends have a
l^§* new topic to analyze and discuss. Getting
W^K the most for your money is now everybody's favorite game

Pisc«s Feb. 19-March20
-■<•.
Today is a 7 - Prepare for a few rou^h
(■L^kk days, .i* changes you saw coming t.ikt^*T effect. You'll have (o think quickly to
come out a winner, but luckily, you can
do that
—Tribune Media Services

News Quiz!
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ACROSS
1 Bold observer
6 Synthesizer
maker
10 Mehemel and
Muhammad
14 City near
While Sands
Missile Range
16 Russoof "Get
Shorty"
17 Predicted
18 Actress
Blanchett
19 Glitters
20 Thin slice
22 Ross and
Bering
23 Wailing
lamenters
24 Discharges
from wounds
27 Dakar's
country
28 Goo-goo-eyed
29 Touches down
30 Man with a
salty wife?
32 In addition
33 Sheds
34 "Rape of the
Lock" poet

I

■■
IP
_

"

V

Lao July 23-Aug. 22
jgw -v Today is a 6 - A controversy about money
^■BT helps identify your true friends. The ones
^rJS who like you anyway, thinking that
you're broke, are the most valuable.

22

28

j Today is an 8 - Practical needs interfere
with your scientific inquiry. The more you
learn, the more you realize how much you
don't know.

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21
Gemini May 21-June 21

19

24

.

1

15

17

Aries March 21-April 19

8

45

46

47

"

50

"

64

35 Salty sauce
36 Hall and
37 Like some
windows
38 Silvery-white
metallic element
40 Sovereigns
41 Michael
and Alf
42 In-office time
43 Different ones
44 E.R. cases
48 Firepower
49 Park at the tip
of Manhattan
51 Weaponry
52 Annulment
53 Shuttle grp.
54 Lennon's Ono
55 "The Prince of
Tides" star

■

"

DOWN
1 Lummoxes
2 Gooey mass
3 Actress Flynn
Boyle
4 Ralph Waldo
and Roy
5 Garden with
stones
6 Painter
Grandma
7 Repast
remnants
8 Lyrical poem
9 Unexpected
blessings
10 Following a
trajectory
11 Ignore
12 Buttinsky
13 Visionaries
15 Bashes
21 Spike and
Brenda
23 Jeff and
Rockwell
24 Little devils
25 Certain soprano
26 Swift horses?
27 Capital on the
Willamette
29 Water lily

31 Kennedy and
Danson
33 Principal
support
34 Tropical plant
with fan-shaped
leaves
36 Pervasive
atmosphere
37 Pietistic
Protestant
39 Black Sea port
40 Set new prices
41 Boston's airport
42 Forbidden
thing
44 Job benefit
45 Simon o.
Sedaka
46 Jog
47 "Auld Lang "
50 Pioneer TVmovie channel

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!

WE'VE MISSED YOU!
Sign a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get
FREE local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!
The Commons

South View

Office Hours
Monday - Friday
8:30-5:30
1068 N Lois Lane

INI IS

r

www.th8commonsapsrtmonts.com

432-0600
www.lb|limlted.com
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FLYING HIGH with

Students of 'Hellfish' develop more than
knack for throwing a Frisbee around
Story by contributing writer Ellie Loveman • Sidebar by focus editor Cheryl Lock • Graphics by art director Jessica Taylor
When most people think of
a Frisbee, their first inclination may be to picture
lazy afternoon picnics
by the river while gently
tossing a disc back and forth. At JMU, the
Frisbee provides a whole other meaning,
particularly to the James Madison
Ultimate Flying Hellfish, the men's ultimate Frisbee club team.
The Flying Hellfish is a group of young
men who not only appear as dedicated athletes, but dedicated friends and teammates
as well. Whether they are playing a casual
pickup game on the Quad or the final game
in a big tournament, they always seem to
display good sportsmanship and respect
for the game and the players while looking
as if they are having the time of their lives.
"My favorite aspect of the team is the
stories you can't tell anyone about,"
senior Dan Curran said.

— 66
The most important thing
whenever you step on the field
of play is the spirit of the game.
-PJ Williamson
junior

-9?
Although the sport of ultimate
Frisbee long has been a tradition in
secondary physical education classes,
it is still new at (Mil as a club team.
The Flying Hellfish was founded during the 1997-'98 school year by thenfreshman Kob Knapik. Knapik founded the team because of his love of the
sport and his desire to compete against

other schools while in college, according their opponents, according to sopho- senior co-captain James Rapp said.
to graduate student Tom Ware. The more StephenMagneson, otherwise "Sometimes it's just funny, and other
times you can't remember the people's
name of the team seems to bring some known as "Basic."
Magneson is known by his teammates names. Some guys on the team I've
questions of its own. "The name comes
from "The Simpson's' episode 'Raging Abe as "Basic" because his name is spelled with known for years, and it takes me a
Simpson and His Grumbling Grandson in a 'ph', and when asked to pick a number minute to remember their real name."
Some examples of these notorious
The Curse of the Hying Hellfish,'" senior between one and
names are Landshark (Dan
he
co-captain Jeff Briggs said. "The team is 14,
Curran), Rico Suave (John
named after Grandpa Simpson's WWII picked
Catarius) and Hot Sauce
platoon, (which was named the Flying 10,
(James Rapp).
Hellfish)"
There seems to be
If there really is more to a Frisbee
something
for
than using it as a plate or a way to
everyone in the
prolong study breaks, one may
competitive
wonder what makes it so appeal- A
sport of ultiing to players and spectators.
Am
>. mate Frisbee.
"I like it because it takes both
Oonl be tooted. because men onnl the only JMU ituctenti ptay
"My favorite
physical skill and a good mind,"
part is the
Ing Fnstoee tor competition.
Briggs said. "It's fast-paced,
old tradiand you always are supposed
-I joined (the women's ultimate Frisbee team] at Student Organlxofton
tions," junto be doing something when I Night,- sophomore Wkl Hoi told. The girt* on me team ant exceeent.
ior Nathan
you are on the field. I don't I
Royston
really know what it is about it, j torn* of the nicest people I've met."
said
The women's team was co-founded by Johanna Sharrard and
but the more I play it, the I
"Everyone
more I love it.'
Ulyan leckwlth In April 2002, according fo the women'i Web sHe. The
The club vice president, 1 women had been playing yean earlier on the co-ed team until they [ has a nickname, and
junior PJ Williamson, said, 1
1 if
you're
"I think ultimate (Frisbee) \ felt they deierved their own team,
"lelng on the team Is a lot of fun," sophomore Abby Ahem r really good
is appealing because of the
community that has been " said. "We try to go to at least tour tournamenti a year If we 1 you get to
f wear a skirt."
established. The most imporcan get enough people to go. We need to do a lot ot
Senior Peter
tant thing whenever you step
recruiting
this
year."
Anderson said
on the field of play is the spirit
his
favorite part
Visit the Web lite, http://orgi.Jmu.edu/womof the game."
is "definitely the
eniultlmatefrlsbee for more Information on
Ultimate Frisbee is based on the
^ comradery. These
foundation of good sportsmanship,
the team.
are the best people on
according to Williamson. According to
campus right here — the
the official Ultimate Players Association
best people."
10th Edition rules, "Highly competitive
Papp said, "I think with ultiplay is encouraged, but never at the which is
mate (Frisbee) at JMU most people who
expense of mutual respect among play- basic on the
come out for the first time are pleasantly
ers, adherence to the agreed-upon rules ph scale.
surprised
with how serious we take the
An example of the respect for the
of the game or the basic joy of play."
As with any sport, due to various game occured during Spring Break 2003, sport and how rmuch fun we have playperfect balance."
circumstances, players still may get when the Hellfish traveled to Savannah, ing it. It's the pe
ost people seem to
frustrated, but for the most part do not Ga., for a week-long tournament.
agree with what the
"We were playing in Savannah
display anger or disrespect toward
team is all about —
against Bucknell (University), and they
playing hard and havwere beating us by about 4 or 5
ing fun. When they are
points," Magneson said, "In the end
we won and, despite mixed feelings, playing on the field, it is obvious the
team
has
built
strong bonds that they
there was still good spirit. In [ultimate
Frisbee), unlike other sports, in the end will carry with them beyond whatever
there is still comradery and cheers and competition they are in, as well as out
of college. To learn more about the
things don't get ugly."
Another characteristic of the men's ultimate Frisbee team, visit the
Web
site
at
Hellfish are nicknames. "Nicknames JMU ' club
wunc.jmu.edu/ucenler/smlclubs.
are both pointless and a necessity,"

£
Girls can
play Frisbee too.... L

Mi

Play by the rules
Seven players per team on the field at one time
Regulation disc size Is 175 g. You can purchase Flying Hellfish
Discs from any team members or at the JMU Bookstore.
Equipment: disc, cones or other markers for goals, cleats, sports
clothing [shorta/sweatpantsA-shirt, general athletic wear)
Self-officiated (no referees) — honor system
Positions: Handlers — most often have the disc
Mlds — move the team down the field with dose cuts
Deeps — 'go long' tor disc with goal of scoring points
Play from 13 to 15 points, no time limit

f
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Learn how you can be a part of one of the nation's best college newspapers,

The Bteeze!

The Breeze needs you to continue its tradition of excellence.

We're looking for

Writers, Photographers and Artists

Come to

The Bteeze Opm ftwwe
Monday, Sept. 8 from 5 to 7p.m. at The Breeze office in the basement
of Anthony-Seeger Hall (across Main Street from Duke Hall)

tVA
And, if you can't make it to any of these events, call

12;
or ©mo

M'

■ faJwtizz@im.vkL

/'MS
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Men...
Thinking About Going Greek?
Wondering What Joining a
Fraternity Can do for you?
MAKE SURE you come to the
JMU Fraternity Information Session
to hear what JMU Fraternity Life
is REALLY all about from the mouths
of JMU students who have joined.
You'll also learn all about the
advantages that going Greek
can bring. Plus, have a chance
to meet representatives from different
Fraternities and get information
on the upcoming rush!

Fraternity Information Session
Wednesday, September 3
7:00 p.m.
College Center Ballroom
SN ZBT nKA EX KAP KZ FIJI

TUESDAY, SEPT.

■ Roommate Woes
Help is on the way if you
can I look at each other
for another second.
SM

"Funny things happen to you when you
turn 50, and I really saw opening this
store as a challenge to myself/'

STYLE

story below
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JOAN CLASBEY

You Made It! owner
see story below

Pottery Paradise
Local schoolteacher, JMU grad
opens paint-it-yourself mecca

BY KYRA PAPAFIL

style editor
Tucked away in a little comer of downtown
Harrisonburg's South Main Mnvl the You
Made It! paint your own pottery studio's
almost-hidden location may surprise visitors
with the 20-foot ceilings and spacious room
they encounter upon entering the studio
Sitar music and the faint scent of incense
follow customers as they peruse more than
100 items available to paint and fire in a kiln
"Customers can come into our studio and
have endless options for what piece they want
to personalize, paint colors and utensils with
which to paint." according to manager Susan
Spitzer, who also owns A Touch of the Earth at
66 East Market Street.
The store comes as a result of an InstratllUII
owner Joan Clasbey (74, '89M) had with her
daughter Carrie a few years ago.
"1 was in search of things to go in my blue
and yellow kitchen at home and my daughter
——
^~^~ ■
made me a utensil holder at a make^it-vourself
plMoMi.RK \II»IIV,«»I«,^,„^„ pottery store in Nashville, |Tena], where she
You Made Itl paint your own pottery studio welcomes cus- was attending college," Clasbey explained,
tomers at 163 South Main Street, next to Malnstreet Bar
"My daughter graduated and began
and Grill and across from the Massanutten Public Library, moving around to California and New York
Theijtudlo opened May 31 and features over 100 piece.
and everywhere she went she'd call home
customers can paint to their own tastes and talents.
and say. Mom, they've got another one of
according to owner Joan Clasbey ,'74. '89M).
fcj paintins pot^ry stores out here? so I

Soap dispensers (S10-S14) to customize a kitchen or bathroom are available to paint at You Made Itl.

decided maybe it was time to bring it to
Harrisonburg," she said.
Spitzer said when sin- do iilcd to move A
Touch of the Earth from its South Main Street
location to East Market Street Clashes wanted
to materialize her desire of YMI in A Touch of
the Earth's former space.
Spitzer explained that the paint-yourown process begins by picking a piece to
paint. Ranging from bowls ($13) and goblet- ($15) to figurines of animals ($9 to $13)
and piggy banks ($10 to $16), the pieces to
l hooaa from are many Spitxer said it then
is a particular place that is not available in
the store, there is a good chance she can
order it for a customer
Once a piece is chosen, dozens of paint colors, brushes, stencils, sponges, stamps and
paint pens are available to personalize .imthing. Binders featuring photos of the pitas oi
past clients and numerous ideas are available
as well, Spitzer said.
According to Clasby, after a piece is completed, the store employees will glaze and (ire
the piece in a kiln once a full load is ready
every couple of days. Customers are told to
return in one week to guarantiv their piece
has had time to undergo the 40-plus hours
spent firing the item.
Tl>e charge for materials is SO percent of the
cost of the piece, according to Spitzer.
She said the store holds college nights, date
nights and other themed days, featuring discounts toward the price of the piece. The dates
change monthly and are available at the YMI
Web site and at the store.
YMI also has snacks and beverages available for a small fee while working on a piece
Spitzer said YMI features parti.-, tor everything from children's birthda\ s to oltue mugmaking partial,
"In addition to people of college age
being there, there were also little kids and
adults there. 10 it Wtt really cool," senior
Brooke Ashcraft said.
Clasby said that she feels the relaxing

Magnets ($3) are available In over a dozen shapes to paint
and personalize with paints, sponges, brushes and stencils.

46
It was a great getaway
from the classes and
parking problems of JMU.
— Brooke Ashcraft

95
environment and prices are ideal for college
sludenls, because they are able to make the
pieces themselves and personalize anything
l.i lailoi to their tastes and those of their
friends and family.
Sophomore Gillian Ginter said, "I've been
to places like that before in Tuscon |Ariz.| and
they're really good for people who want to do
creative things like that."
Ashcraft said, "It was really nice in there.
They had soft music playing, so it was kind of
ii'la ving It was a great getaway from the classes and parking problems of JMU."
Ginter said, "It doesn't take very long to
make something — between 30 minutes to a
couple of hours — and then you have something axil that you made. It's also not as
expensive as a similar place that I went to."
Explaining her desire for a lale-in-life
career change, Clasbey said, "I'll teach ab>
mentary school full time for a couple of more
years until I retire. Funny things happen to
you when you turn 50. and I really saw opening this store as a challenge to myself."
YMI, which opened May 31, is located at
163 South Main Street, next to Mainstreet
Bar and Grill and across from the
Massanutten Public Library. The studio is
open Tuesday through Thursday from 10
a.m. to 8 p.m., Friday and Saturday from 10
a.m. to 9 p.m. and Sunday from 1 to 5 p.m.
For more information, call 434-4500 or visit
icww.youmadeil.in-t.

A large bowl ($24) with a sponged background and decorated with flowers In JMU colors sits on a counter In the studio.

Difficult roommates need not ruin college experience
BY CHRISTINE PLATZ

contributing writer

Photo Dramatization
DualIMKIWII Yrroxgrtwan;*»»>"»/'V
Chesapeake Hall roommates Taml Parker and Kristy Miller, both sophomores, argue regarding the music level In their dorm room.

Each year, over a thousand freshmen
move ink) their new dorm rooms at |MU
not knowing the person who will be living IWO feat away. While tr.iiisihoiiing
from living at home to living with ,i
roommate may be challenging, it also
can be a rewarding experience for thoaa
who choose to see it as such
However, in the event that two
roommates do not get along then' are
options as to where someone can go to
seek help. The best advice the Office
of Residence Life has for new roommates is be willing to commiuin.il..
confront and compromise.
These are the three C's of being a
good roommate, according to
Maggie Burkhar! Evans, dire, tor of
residence life.
By talking through problems and not
letting conflicting issues build up, most
of the time differences can be solved bv
simple communication.
If confronted with an incompatible roommate, sophomore )eran
Banford said she would try to be

-6 6
Part of growing up is
learning to deal...
and making the best of
the situation.
— Nikki Herttua
junkx

91
honest and talk to her, first in hopes
of working things out.
It that doesn't work the next step is
I" Involve the Resident Adviser. RAs
receive training on how to help with
nximmate issues and can talk individuals and nximmate pairs through some
tough times. Evans said.
It is not alwavs eat] Ix'ing paired
with a roommate who may come from a
different background or have different
values, bui most oi DM HUM pmpiecan
work through their problems and at
least not insist immediately the two an?

incompatible, according to Evans.
I oleste Thomas, counselor and coordinator of the Counseling and Student
Development Center, said it is important
toi -Indent- to value differences and
learn from them.
Similarly, junior Nikki Herttua
said,"Part Of growing up is learning to
deal with situations and people you
don't necessarily like and nuking the
beat ol the situation."
In the event that confrontation and
..onvcrsalion do not ameliorate one's
nximmate situation, tlie last resort is to
talk to an RA about filling oul the paperwork to change roommates.
According to ORL Assignments
Coordinator Karen Raines, sometimes a
nxmi change can take less than 24 hours,
and sometimes it can take several weeks
or more, depending upon the vacancies
and how particular a student is regarding where lie or she wants to move.
Sophomore Robert llorton who was
unhappy with his randomly paired
freshman nximmate, said, "I stayed in
other friends' rooms until my roommate
announced ha w.i- mo\ing out, and I
asked, 'Where do I sign?"'
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Positive portrayals of
homosexuals in media
beneficial to society

II I II UIOMSON

rht MatfttaM l;,.i
Pop divas Madonna
and Britney Spears
engage In an openmouthed lip lock dur
Ing the opening performance of Thursday
night's 20th annual
MTV Video Music
Awards. Following
her kiss with Spears.
Madonna leaned In
for one with Christina
Aguilera as well.
While none of the
three singers
received any awards
at the show, their
performance of
Madonna's 1984 hit
'Like a Virginkicked off a night of
expected mayhem in
New York's Radio
City Music Hall.

BY STI:PHANI EDIV.ION

Kansas State Collegian

VMAs celebrate 20 with a bang
MTV presents annual 'anti-awards show'with unusual tactics
•eat" sophimion. Ben l.ouv laid
The kisses rivaled that of Michael

BY KVRA PAPAHL

style editor
The 20th anniversary of the Music
television Video Music Awards kukej
off Thursday night at New York's Radio
City Music Hall with an array of onKlWl antics. The show was pumped full
of expected wins, jaw-drooping shocks
and shameless plugs for tne upcoming
music and movie releases for various
award presenters and receivers.
Pliot to the opening credits, Bntnev

Spean and Christina Agutltn kicked off
the show with a rendition tit Madonna 1
1 ike .i Virgin.'' Complete in wedding
dresses, as Madonna performed the song
at the first VMAs in 1984, Spears and
Aguilera mimicked Madonna's w,li
known moves of crawling on the floor.
Madonna joined the duo for the chorus of
the song, only to lean in for openmouthed kisses with both Spears and
Aguilera before singing her recentlyreleased "Hollywood."
"Those kisses knocked me out of mv

|,xkson and Lisa Mane Presley .it the 1994
VMAs, according to MTV new aathn Knit

Loder lollowing the show.
I u,ts not expecting (tlu- kissing],
and it was two hug.' lex Iconi making
out on national TV," senior Reed
McMahan said.
Comedian and actor Chris Rock hosted
lh< evert far a second time. According to

the \i iA" Web sitr, tPww.mhuom, the
awards racoanias the efforts of musidam
and their staits who produce the elaborate
muak videos th.it feature on muafc shows
all over the world
In his opening monologue. Kock spared
no artist and comically addressed tlte conIIM Is between oertain artists. "You can't seal
50 Cent near lermaine Dupris. vou <anl
scat \,»s mar lay-/, and it the Olsen twins
aa' down hate yon have to put R. Kelly
way up in the balcony," Rock said.
Junior Todd Kamien said, ( hns
Rodc'l opening was hilarious It was just
typical Chris Rock.''

He was talking a lot about Punk'd,
how Ashton Kutcher doesn't punk rappers
because Ashton would be like 'You just got
Punk'd,' and DMX would be like 'You just
got Stabbed," Kamien said
Thought MTV advertised the VMAs as
the "anti-awards show," the awards,
nonetheless, were the reason for the
evening, and MTV'S trademark moon man
statues were distributed to many big
names at ross tin- board.
Eminem won Best Video From a
Film for "Lose Yourself,"which was t< a
hired in "8 Mile."
I lis protege" and birthday boy 50 Cent
rocked tne award show during his pertormance Wtth Snoop Dogg and walked away
with wins for Best Rap Video and Best New
Artist in a Video for "In Da Gub."
lustm Pimberlake was awarded Best
Male Video and Best Pop Video for "Cry
Me a River" and Best Dance Video for
Rock Your Body."
"lustin limberlakc should have won
set AWARDS, page 15

Shows such as "Will and
Grace" might have more of
an effect on society than
people think.
According to a study done
in
the
Department
of
Psychology at Kansas State
University', media that portrays
homosexuals in -I positive man
ner can influence positively thl
MClaJ attitudes of its consumers, at least temporarily.
Research
projects
on
media recall are done often,
professor of psychology
Richard Harris said.
"This particular study was
about memories of the portrayal
of gavs and lesbians," he said.
Three groups participated in
the study, said graduate student
Jennifer Bonds-Raacke, who
helped carry out the research.
"The first group thought
of a gay or lesbian character
who was portrayed in a positive way," she said. "The second group thought of a gay
or lesbian character who was
portrayed in a negative way.
The third group thought of a
character who was unmarried, but there was no mention of sexual preference."
The students in each group
then rated their specific characters on several personality
dimensions, Bonds-Raacke said.
"Afterwards, they completed a scale to assess their social
attitude towards gays and lesbians," she said.
The results varied between
gv-nders, Bonds-Raacke said.
"Overall, women had a more
positive attitude toward lesbi.ins and gay men than did
man/* she said.
Each
separate
group
showed a trend in results as
well, Bonds-Raacke said
"Those who recalled a positive portrayal later had a more
positive attitude towards lesbians and gay men than those
who recalled a negative portrayal or those who were in the control situation," she said.
The results of the study

enforce the "priming theory,"
said graduate student Beth
Cady, who also helped with
the research.
"People who were primed to
think of positive characters
showed more favorable attitudes towards gays and lesbians
on the rating scale," she said.
( adv --.ii.t she thinks it
shows that characters we see in
the media affect our attitudes.
"If someone is shown in a positive way, it can mala.- us think ot
others in that same group in a
positive way," she said.
The results of the studv
were written up and submitted
to a psychology journal with
more research to come this
semester, Harris said.
"The results are what we
predicted — tliey were what we
were hoping for," he said.
Leigh Fine, president of the
Queer/Straight Alliance, said he
thinks the findings of the studv
are interesting.
"I can definitely see the correlation between the shortterm effect and the positive
rating," he said.
There are many positive
images of homosexuals in the
media, which can help to promote tolerance. Fine said.
"Through demonstration,
people can see that gays and
lesbians are people with
hopes and dreams and feelings, too," he said. "They may
be the person next door or a
close family member."
Positive homosexual characters benefit gays and lesbians,
too. Fine atid
"Many people who are just
starting to come out of the closet
vdon't have a positive gay role
"model, so they may have a gay
character who is their role
model," he said. "The media kind
of gives guidelines on behavior."
Fine said he hopes that someday, everyone can think of a gay
person in a positive light, and the
media is helping that process.
"It gives us a pleasant image
— a pleasant face," he said. "It
does a lot to help bridge the
gap that heterosexism creates
in our society."
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Rockingham Co-op

■

is from JMU)

"The Almost-On-Campus Store"
We have....

The town's Largest selection of jeans from high
fashion to chaps
Woolrich shirts and sweaters for both gals and guys
•Carhartt clothes galore
•Western and rugged wear and a large variety of
camo too
•Hats enough to hat almost every head in
Harrisonburg
•Name brand shoes and boots for walking and
hiking
•Largest sporting goods, firearms, archery, and
sportsmen's accessories department in the
Shenandoah Valley
•Super hardware department with all those neat
small tools that everyone needs
Small appliances by the score, including a minicrock pot great for apartments and dorms
From binoculars to Buck knives to bull rings, the
Co-op has it all
Friendly, courteous service a specialty

Rockingham Co-op
10% Discount Coupon
Wllh Sludcnl ID
Good up to the rTlrsI 8100 of any purchase
Valid tinmiuli September 30. 2003
Rockingham Co-op
101 W Grace Street
Harriaonburg, VA 22801
540 434 3856
Fax: 540-434-6890
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Avoid hack from hell: maximize cuts AWARDS: Rock,
"So, what do you ihink?"
said my rtyUtf uihi twisted
my chair around for me to ftee
the worst h.iir Oil this fashion
prinotN evat hat received.
"It's great," I said, through a
daflCMd law. I quickly paid
the ridiculous amount (or the
cut and rushed to my car.
There I inspected my haircut in
the
rearview
mirror
for
approximately 30 minutes and
assessed the damage
How could ilus happar to
me? I thought she mnlrrstixHi
what I wanted. \el I walked out
of that salon looking like she cut
my hair with t.K-n.ni dtppen
and dried it with a v.Huum. It
was awful — the lavers were
too short, the cut was lopaldi .1
and my overall s*-\ appeal seri
ously had plummeted. I probably could have received a better
cut at my dog's gnximer.
As I pondeivd the poariWlt)
of ahavfne, m\ head, my heart
Suddenly Ml far all those people who receive awful hauculi
on a daily basis. So, I have

decided to come out of hiding
and boldly announce that we no
lunger have to suiter from bad
hair. There an? ways to ensure
that every cut will be a great cut
— unless you intentionally ^el a
mullet or perm your Kings, m
which case, no fashion diva can
MVC voursoul.
Receiving a great haircut is
all about communication. Don't
bother walking into a salon it
there is no willingness to speak
up and tell the stylist your
OJBjtnd ait St\ lists are notorious faff going to town on a ilient

using ever)
technique
they've ever learned — if the
client is not apadfic Hierefbre
vou must be brave and talk to
the stylist tor at least tive to It)
minutes about what is expected
hom this visit AlMi.beemotionallv prepared to tell the stylist
your likes and dislikes about the
last lunaut they gave.
For example, my next visit to
my stvlist will go something like
this 11 vou cut my hair like that
again 1 will use your Guod
suede pants to wax my car."
Now, one does not need to be

ATTENTION JMU STUDENTS
SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
UP TO $15,000 PER YEAR

this threatening.
However, do not feel bad or
guilty about criticizing the last
cut. It is the stylist's job to make
the client happy.
It also is a good idea to bring
several pictures fn>m magazines
— or any other examples of a
haircut you like — to the next
visit. 'Hie client and the stylist
can compromise or come up
with an alternative that still
at Lomplishes tin- goal
Finally, when the stylist asks
for thoughts on the finished
pnxluct, do not do what I did
and run away with your tail
between your legs. Be hold and
gently say it is not exactly what
vou had in mind. This way, the
stylist can make some lastminute adjustments.
By following these simple
rules, a great cut almost is guar
anteed. When you finally do
find someone that understands
the desired cut and style,
become a permanent client. In
the meantime, I'll be looking
tor | nice wig.

performers steal show

AWARDS, fnwi wc 1-t

Re/nor's hit song.

more awards bacaUM he's
extremely talented and versatile, not to mention really hot,"
sophomore Erin Stackley said.
British band Coldplav turned
out for the Best Direction in a
Video, Best Group Video and
Best Breakthrough Video for
"The Scientist."
Best Female Video, Best
Clhuvographv in a Video and
Best R & B Video went to Beyonee
for "Cra/\ in I ove," a track featuring her beau, Jay-Z, who was
absent for uV award acceptances
until his surprise appearance during her live performance.
"Beyonee* s video didn't
deserve to win best R&B video,"
sophomore Sean Wilton said
"There wen- other videos in that
category that were much, much

mom danrving"
Country legend lohnnyCash
won Be>t Cinematography for
Ins "Hurt' cover of Trent

[Hiran Duran was given a
surprise Lifetime Achievement
VMA by Kelly Osbourne and
Avril Lavigne.
The
Viewer's
Choice
Award, which was determined by call-in votes during
the show, went to Good
Charlotte for "Lifestyles ol
the Rich and Famous."
\1issv Elliott walked away
with her first moon men
awards for her "Work It"
video, winning in the Best
Hip-Hop Video and Best Video
of the Year categories.
Metallica closed the show
with a medley ot r.H.k classics
before breaking into a medley of
its own originals.
While there were no artists
who swept awards across
numerous categories, the
2003 VM As sparked the interest of and entertained its
Generation Y target.

higher
testscores
guaranteed

0M«r
MCAT
OAT
OAT

or your money back
U.S. AIR FORCE

R»0*T C
www.airforce.virginia.edu
Capt George Torres
j, gt4w(a!virginia.edu
(434) 924-6833
Program is in cooperation with
fith^^.
Univ of Virgina AFROTC Det 890

Attend afl requared ctatae* or makeup aeaaione. complete aft
acnadutad teeta. and do your homework if your aeon* doatn'1
improve on taal day from yoor Kaplan diagnostic or a poor official
teat ecore. you can cnooea to repeat our program for free or gal a
full refund of your tuition" tfa that eimpte.
ClMte* for the LSAT, GRE
and MC AT are heW here on
campus at JlflUit

**> o* «*IN» *> tm<t*m. yeurmm m
trt*nm3 irt Kaplan's til ttmuonm. Marina
<r ortlitm cetvta* tn addben. *ou met
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SOS Advertising
CUSTOM PRINTED EVERYTHING
110 West Grace St.

442-9226

sos@adslikethis.com

Get Your T-Shirts 1

/^STFtALWmKS

KAPLAN
l-IIO-IAP-TEST
kaptest.com

SALE!

Dozens of cool Astralwerks
Titles on sale including these:

SOS Advertising is:
within walking distance from campus!
licensed to print JMU® names & logos!
dedicated to providing student oriented service!
owned & operated by JMU® students and alumni!

CASSIUS • A.. *«.
On silt in aM

omrnti FROM MM

DOVES • loil S.ah

Altar tfa rt.yboy MMIIII
On S.I. 117 M 2 c< MI
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442-9226
110 West Grace St.
Open every day from 9 am to 9 pm
Located next to the School of Art & Art History
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"JMU did most things right, and
Liberty [University] did most
things wrong."

■ Weaver supplies goal in loss

SPORTS

Northeastern University defeated the
field hockey team, 2-1, Saturday in its
first game of the season.
see story below

KEN KARCHER

Liberty University football coach

-FOOTBALL-

-WOMKN'S S<K:CER-

JMU, Banks blow out Flames
Red-shirtfreshman rushes for 157 yards, touchdown in debut
BY WI.S HUM I

ci\u\r</nt spans editor
rha Duke, came out running .md gunning otseneiverv
m route bo crushing Liberty
Universitv, 4N-h, in the season
opener Saturday .11 Showker

I u Kl .11 Bridgeforth Stadium.
Red-shirt junior quarterback M.itt LeZotteengineered
1 well-executed aerial assault.
While
red-Shin
freshman
Alvin Banks mada his debut
in the Kn kticld a memorable
ow. carrying the hall 20 tunes
yards on the night.
onslaught with a lll-\,mi
pit) action swing pass K) redshirt junior fullback Chris lorio
for the Duke- first touchdown. The soon capped off an
l!-play, 76-yard drive.
Red-shirt htnlor placekkker Burke George nailed
through the extra point to Rive
IMI a 7-0 lead, Wltidl it never
relinquished
M\.'

LeZotte,

was

le-for-26

with two touchdowns and 210
yards passing thmughout the
.■I three ,|ii.irlcrs
I thought Matt played
well
he played this well
last vear." coach Mickey
Matthews said. "His supportblg cast (this vear) helped
him. Our offensive line is
much improved and obviously having [red-thlrt freshman) Alvin Hanks back there

helped him."
Hanks said. I think the
.1. tense 1% .is really keying on
\i,ni rhej were really focusing on the passing game,
winch gave us an opportunity
to run the hall
\- i unit, the Dukes'
offense lompiled 564 yards.
JMU racked up 3|(- yards ,,l
'hose s.uds on the ground,
nearly half of winch went
mounted fat b\ Hanks.
\ in..I up defi use took the
lii'Kl and forced a quick threeand-oul whan, on third-andone, sophomore linebacker
IS.II Hi.ulsh.iw made a stop in
the Flames backfield, result-

a
They were really
focusing on the passing
game, which gave us an
opportunity to run...
— Alvin Banks
red-shin Irishman running back

-*5
ing in a six-yard loss.
(In |Ml"s next piwsession.
Hanks broke off a 22-yard run,
creating a familiar trend for
the night — executing in
liberty's red/one. For Banks,
the long run was just one of
many big plays to come during a breakout performance
The Dukes negated a 12yard touchdown scamper —
the second time in as manv
drives, by red-shirt junior tailback 1'ervis Binns, with a holdmi; penally. The very next play,
I eZotte connected with senior
wide receiver Alan Harrison
for a 21-yard scoring strike.
"JMU did most things
right, and Liberty did most
things wrong," Liberty coach
Ken Karcher said. "Nothing
surprised me about the way
JMU played — they ran their
base offense and defense."
When the Liberty offense
hit the field on its next possession, the Flames coughed up
the ball two plays later.
Running back Dre Barnes
squeezed through a hole in
the Dukes' defensive line and
was met head on by junior
safety Rodney McCarter, who
crunched Barnes, jarring the
ball loose. Red-shirt senior
defensive
end
Jerame
Southern recovered the ball,
giving JMU good field position at Liberty's 23-yard line.
T think we made a more
conscious effort to force
turnovers," said red-shirt
senior middle linebacker

art OPESEK. page 17

see story kctow

Ramsbeat
Dukes, 4-0
Friday
night at the
University of Rhode Island
Soccer Complex, the Dukes
lost to the Rams, 4-0. Rhode
Island got out to an early
lead when forward Erica
Young
assisted
forward
Sarah Johnston on the first
goal of the night at the 23:42
mark of the first half.
JMU trailed, 1 -0, at halftime
and did not make up the
deficit URI continued to attack
the JMU defense and capitalized on thnv more goals.
The Dukes defeated St.
John's University Sunday
aftemwn by a score of 1-0,
improving its season record
to 1-1. Freshman defender
Lyanne Dupra headed a free
kick by red-shirt junior forward Christy Met/ker at the
37:23 mark to score the only
goal of the day. Sophomore'
goalie Jessica Hussey stopped
eight shots for JMU.

—from staff reports

— VOLLEYBALL-^

JMU beats
Temple, 3-0

At'RA t>KAN//VK»„ ettiuir
RerFshlrt freshman running back Alvin Banks eludes Liberty's Erick Hants In Saturday's 4B-6 victory at Showker Field at Bridgeforth Stadium. Banks recorded 157 rushing yards on 20 cantos.

JMU
defeated
27thranked Temple University,
3-0, Friday evening at the
GlaxoSmithKline
University
of
North.
Carolina Volleyball Hassle ',
Senior middle blockerj
Dana Jones and sopho-l
more
outside
hitter]
Lmilee Hussack each had j
14 kills on the night.?
Fourteen kills was
aj
career high for Hussack. ;
The Dukes lost toUNC-l
Chapel
Hill
and
the?
University
ot
Oregon
Saturday. Jones led JMU with
lh kills in the UNC match, .
and sophomore setter Krysta :
Cannon collected .30 assists.
In the Oregon match,
JMU had four players in j
double-digits
for
kills. •
I lussack U\i the way with a
career high IK JMU plays its I
first home match of the sea- !
son tonight at 7 p.m. against
the University of Virginia.
—from staff reports ]

MEN'S SOCCER

JMU shuts out Stony Brook
Ri\N Hi DSHS
comnbtiiiny writer
BY

The men's sneer team (1-00) began the season on the- right
fool in earning s 3-0 win our
Stony Hrook i nrversrry Friday
night in the JMU/Conifort Inn
Invitational loumamcnt
The Dukes dominated posn tor most of the match,
having numerous scoring
ipportunitica
throughout.
Man .i few neat misses, the
Dukes MfCK able to get on the
board with 22:05 left in the
lust halt when freshman
midfielder Kurt Morsink
Ited fellow treshman
mldfieldei
Mark' Ibtten.
Ibtten chipped the ball over
spr.nvled-out Stom Hrook
-emor goalkeeper Din Perrin
lot llu goal. Flu Dukes , ariu d that I-II lead into halftime, though dominating the
lust 1^ minutes, outshooting

■an
JMU lost Its season opener Saturday to Northeastern University at Showker Field at
Bridgeforth Stadium. The Dukes also lost Sunday to Ball State University by a score of 2-1.

Dukes drop opener to Huskies

the Seawolves, 12-2.
In
the
56th
minute
Morsink IN as able to shake ■
pail ot Seawolves delenders
and placed a shot past Ferrin,
making it 2-0. in favor of JMU.
IIa I hikes added their third
and final goal ot the night two
minutes later when junior
defender Dann) Sheridan's
.issist
allowed
Ibtten to

squeezes »tH header over the
keeper for his second tally of
the night.
I he Dukes kept the ball
in Stony Brooks defensive
side ol the pitch tor most of
the match and outshot the

Seawolves,

19-12.

Stony

Hrook had its opportunities
I" s, MI,, especially later in

BY BKAI) RICHARDS

sports editor

DREW wll-SON/inwir ;ife*i«riv*rr
Sophomore midfielder/defender Bobby Humphrey advances the
ball In the Dukes win Friday against Stony Brook University,
the match, but red-shirt
freshman goalkeeper Kevin
Trapp proved ready for his
first collegiate start, recording seven saves en route to
his first collegiate shutout.
Coach Tom Martin said
he was pleased with the
Dukes' three-goal lead and
commanding
play
that

allowed the younger players to get then feet wet
"Tonight's win was van
good for us — I'm very happy
with the result," Martin said
"Our team is extremely
young, but I think [these]
young kids played well."

see YOUTH, page 18

The field hockey team kist its
first game of the season by a
score of 2-1 to Northeastern
University Saturday at Showker
Held at Hridgeforui Stadium.
The Huskies and Dukes battfcd throughout the first half,
each team struggling to gain
control of the game. The HusJues
bnxight an aggressive style of
play that JMU was expecting.
Kit the I hikes wen* un.ihle to
take advantage of opportunities
when they had them, according

to coach nsne i larval
When play continued after

halftime, the score was tied .it
one goal apiece. Huskie
Melissa Kowell shot the ball
toward the net and it deflected off a stick and landed
behind senior goalie I .niren
1 larl/ler to give the Huskies a
2-1 lead and eventual victory
at the 24:46 mark.
JMU fell behind early in
the
first
half
when
Northeastern forward Natalie
Singelais gained control of a
rebound that was kicked
aside by Hartzler. Singelais
fired the ball back toward the
net and gave the Huskies a 10 lead at the 1933 mark
Senior forward |anelk- I'erlis

said iiiete.iin got quiet and lost I
some enthusiasm following the ',
initial goal by Northeastern.
;
"We just need to stay ;
together as S team," Perils :
said "We lost one, hut ImkiK
it's the first game so we can ]
build off of it now."
Red-shirt senior captain i
Dana Weaver helped regain :
some of the team's compo-J
sun.' when she slid tin- ball;
under the outstretched arm of {
diving Huskies goalie Diana]
Nelson to tie the game with]
7:25 before halftime.
I Hiink [Weaver's goal]!

"l--WER.paXel8
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OPENER: Offense, defense dominate
OK NEK, from page 16

Dennard Melton, who recordid 10 tackJes. "That's a big
thing we have to do this year.
We didn't do that much last
year. I think to get our offense
better field position we have to
create turnovers."
The offensive drive then
■puttered, and George missed a
41-yard field goal attempt.
The defense provided yet
another thrce-and-out, and the
Dukes gave George a chance to
redeem himself on a 23-yard
opportunity. George put the ball
through the uprights and gave
the Dukes a 17-0 lead.
"We were really executing
well out there," Matthews
said. "They were really struggling to block us on offense
— we're athletic, and we can
run. Our quickness and
speed on defense just gave
them a hard time."
For a second straight series,
Barnes put the ball on the turf
•fter breaking into the secondary, when freshman cornerback
Divid Ingrinaldi popped the
ball out in pursuit from behind
of Barnes and red-shirt junior
cornerback Jay Paige pounced
on the loose ball.
Melton said, "If you get
some points on the board, you
can go out and get (the other
team). Last year we weren't
scoring as much, so you had to
be more tentative. This year, we
are going to score some points,
so we can be more aggressive."
With 55 yards of the field
to work with, the offense
snagged first downs from
pass completions to red-shirt
freshman wide receiver D.D.
Boxley and red-shirt wide
receiver Nic Tolley, as well as
a 15-yard run by Banks. The

LAl'RA DEArVpfevi eater
R«<**r*t Junior quarterback Matt LaZotte checks down a|ainst a blitzing Liberty defensive package during the Dukes season opener.

drive was finished off by
Binns' one-yard touchdown
run on a halfback dive.
Tolley paced the receiving
core, hauling in six catches for
83 yards, with four of his catches in third-down situations, giving the Dukes first downs.
"Without Banks' threat,
they could stack eight or nine
guys in the box, and we
wouldn't get into the coverage
that we do," Tolley said.
After Liberty missed a 49yard field goal attempt, Banks
busted open a 27-yard run and
red-shirt sophomore tailback

Raymond Hines picked up
three carries for 14 yards,
which landed the Dukes in
scoring opportunity. George
collected his second field goal
of the game, connecting on a
20-yard attempt.
A series later, with the
Flames' punter Noah Crouch
back to punt, freshman linebacker Akeem Jordan darted
through the offensive line, partially blocking the punt.
A few plays later, on rhirdand-one. LcZotte connected with
a sliding Harrison on the right
sideline collecting another first

down. Banks finished the sixplay drive by recording his first
collegiate touchdown on a threeyard run with 1:13 remaining in
fa rirst half.
"I think the fans saw what
WC have been seeing in practkv. M.tlthewssaid. "He'svery
hard to tackle."
With the Dukes leading, 340, in the second half, JMU put
together three stagnant offensive drives in a row, resulting in
three punts by sophomore
punter Nick Englehart
"We're pretty happy with
the way we played the first

half," Tolley said. "The second half is another story. We
didn't have the effort needed,
and we struggled."
I iberty got on the scoreboard 3:59 into the fourth quarter with a ' 13-play, 95-yard
touchdown drive, when running back Eugene Goodman
scored on a three-yard run.
The JMU offense also awakened as the second-team positional back-ups hit the field.
Three plays later, sophomore
quarterback Jason Cooke completed his only pass attempt of
the night to red-shirt junior full-

1 ROOKIE WRITERS WANTED:

back Jason Mallory on a screen
play. Mallory bounced off two
tackles and tightroped the sideline before outrunning the secondary and reaching the end
/one 44 yards later.
On the Dukes' final possession of the evening, Cooke
scrambled out of the pocket
for 18 yards. Binns took a
handoff the following play
and collected his second
touchdown of the night, eluding two tacklers and sprinting
58 yards for the score.
According to Matthews,
JMU suffered a big blow in the
third quarter when its deep
snapper, junior Josh Havmorc,
left the game with a separated
shoulder. Matthews indicated
that Haymore likely would miss
a solid chunk of the season.
The Dukes will travel to
Blacksburg next weekend to
play Division l-A opponent
Virginia Tech.
"I look at Tech as a confidence game," Banks said. "If
we go in there and play hard,
we can give them a run for
their money. We have to keep
getting belter ewrv week —
no matter who we play."
NOTES: Englehart was
named Atlantic 10 conference
special teams player of the
week after his three punts netted an average of 43.7 yards.
The punts placed liberty at
their own 11, four and five-yard
lines respectively. ... At halftime, the scorebivird unveiled
the new name lo the football
field. The stadium will now be
known as Showker Field at
Bridgeforth Stadium, in honor
of Zane Showker, who gave a
52 million donation to the
school's fund for the future athletic performance center.
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Unlimited
always-on

high-speed
DSL
Internet
at the speed
of life

19

55

No setup fee • Free modem use
Easy plug 6 play connection
24/7 tech support
20 MB web storage

LISTEN: Download an MP3
in just 7 seconds.

PLAY: Super lasl on-line gaming

\

\

\

3 e-mail accounts

WATCH: Download a video clip
in just 16 seconds.

SURF: Download pictures
in jusl 3 seconds.

Call now. It's going fast.
1-800-262-2200

\

■ sow f»maion. apftf on* ■» to'—»3«mi ifyf Q"*y Dw—m mm in% to

Classes Begin Sept 15
Call to Register
433-7127

& Company
BALLET
AdullBallcl

Thursday 6:30-7:30

Adv Ballet & Pointc It/Ill Section A (Drew)

Monday & Wednesday 5.30-7 00

Adv Ballet & Pomic It/Ill Section ll (Amelia)

Tun. 4:30-6.00 A Thurs 5.00-6.30

AdY Ballci .4 Poinlc IV/V (Suzanne)

Monday 7:00-1:30 * Thurs 7:30-9:00

Adv. Ballet Ac PouMc Vanaliuns

Saturday 2:30 -4:00

MODKKN DANCE
Adult Modem

Thursday 8:00-9:00

Adv. Modem IV

Wednesday 8:00-9:00

\

Ftee high-strength junk e-mail
and virus filters

WORK: Download a huge file
in just 4 seconds.

a
I
i
i
i
i

OMUWU

•ccoum

High-Performance Dial-Up Service
Also Available For Only $14.95 A Month
Includes unlimited dial up service punk email & virus tillers, nationwide 800 access number lo use
vJn-ii traveling V 92 modem support lot taster speeds and Internet call walling no more missed calls

TAP
Beg Adult Tap

Monday 8:00-9:00

Adv Tap III/1V
Adv. Tap IV/V

Tuesday 8:00-9:00
_

Tuesday 7:00-8:00

JAZZ
Beg Teen Adult Jazz

Wednesday 7:30-8:30

Adv Jazz III IV

Tuesday 8:00-9:00

Adv Jazz V (April)
registration b) persnissloa of Instructor only

Wednesday 7:00-8:00

IHISII STEP DANCE
Beg rcen/Adull Insh Step
Adv Int Irish Step, soft shoe

Wednesday 8 30-9:10
Saturday I 00-2:00

Adv Irish Step. Hcg Hard shoe
regisratloa hy permission of Instructor only

Saturday 2:00-3:00

Ml M(AI. STACK DAM K
Adv Musical Slsge I Ages ItAup

Friday 3 <0-» 30

Adv Musical Stage II

Tuesday 6:00-7:00

INDEPENDENT PROGRAMS- info can he obtained by calling rhe independent Program Director
Ballroom Daoc* Pragram-Dircctcd by Karan ( alloway. call 432-1003 -for information
and complete class listing, or e-mail danccmammau hotmail com
• Pilates Instruction-Directed hy Suzanne McCahill-Pemnc. call 249-0100 for information
or e-mail atsrictahillpcmneii yahoo com

\

• Tal (hi Instructions-Directed by Jude Roman, call 438-8907 for information
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WEAVER: Single YOUTH: New look
tally results in loss starts fast in shutout
WEAVER, from page 16
was crucial," Horvat said. "1
think there was a period
there where Northeastern
dominated the game. I think
as soon as we turned that corner and put a goal in the back
of the net. it picked us up a
bit. It gave us confidence to
play our game again."
With about 10 minutes
remaining in the game, the
Dukes showed more effort and
aggressiveness, which forced
the Huskies to call a timeout at
4:47 to try and halt JMU's
attack. Weaver said.
The 2-1 loss was hard to
take, but the players are not
going to hang their heads
and quit on the season just
yet. Perils said.
Weaver said, "It's not too
bad because I am going to
look at it as the year we won

the national championship in
'94. They lost their first game
of the season and went on to
«in, and Wake [Forest), which
lost their first two games last
year, went on to win. So I am
just going to take it all with a
grain of salt."
In Sunday's action, the
Dukes fell once again by a
score of 2-1, this time at the
hands of Ball State University.
Red-shirt sophomore forward
Hollie DeCrocco scored the
squad's lone goal at 15:38 in
the first period. Afton Hess
lead the Cardinals with a goal
and an assist. Both teams were
matched evenly throughout
the game, as each recorded 10
shots on goal and six penalty
corners. The second consecutive loss in as many days
dropped the Dukes to 0-2 on
the young season

rOUTH.fmm page 16
With 15 freshmen and only
three seniors on the current roster, Martin stressed the importance of playing some of the
more inexperienced players.
"With new substitution
rules, 1 think it's very important that we get some of
these kids playing time in
the early part of the season."
Martin said. "Being able to
substitute as much as we can
Mptd a lot, because we're a
little bit of a deeper team
than Stony Brook."
Totten echoed Martin's
remarks, saying, "It's always
good to start the season with a
win. I think we played well,
but our finish could've been
stronger. It's a good result, but
now we're looking forward to
Sunday and trying to get the
[win) in the tournament."

Friday's game was the
second part of a doubleheader in the JMU/Comfort
Inn Invitational Tournament,
which earlier saw George
Mason University defeat
University of North Carolina
— Charlotte, I-0.
In Sunday's first match of
the day, GMU knocked off
Stony Brook. 4-0.
In second game of the day,
JMU beat UNC — Charloltr, 20, on the strength of goals by
red-shirt freshman KXwad
Tom Sochacki and sophomore
Bobby Humphrey.
The victory boosted the
Dukes' record to 2-0 on the
year, while Trapp earned his
second career shutout in as
many games.
JMU finished the weekend
as co-champkins of their home
tournament, akmg with GMU

DRfcW WH.S<>N/.<™.»/**>»«»*"

Sophomore defender Danny Sheridan settles a ball to Ma feet
during Friday's season opener versus Stony Brook University.
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HOWS YOUR LOVE LIFE??

433-0388

SINGLE? Ixatn how to spot a jerk !
INVOLVED? Make your Relationship
soar and sparkle! Recognize the Six
Love Busters, plus much, much more
that damage ANY Relationship!

i

$2.00 off

I

(with this coupon)

I Tues-Fri 8:30a m-5p.m.
Saturday 8:30a.m. - 12p.m.
I Closed Monday

GAIN the knowledge, tools and
confidence to make your intimate
relationships fly sky-high!

Tired out?... Stressed out?... Bumed out?..

SCAPE TO PARADISE!

Don't learn everything the painful, hard way! Get SMART! is a remarkable forum of Mid-Atlantic experts, sharing what it
REALLY takes for successful love!
Get SMART! Transform your Love Relationships and your Life!
Mondays, 6:45-9:15 PM, September 8*-October 13*, 105 Zane Showkcr
More information? Go to www.|mu.edu/cpd/get>mut ot call 54S-3249
Sign up »oon! Space it limited.

▼ii[)iif

,
TOW W*
Harrisonburg. VA 22801 '
Offer expires 10/1.
,

At the "ISLAND GIRL" Summer Survival Party
Thursday, September 4th, 2003
7:00-9:00 PM
Four Points Sheraton
Hamsonburg, Virginia

FREE GIFTS! DOOR PRIZES! FUN!LAUGHS1 FRIENDS!

Students-.
Need a job?
Internship?
We can help!
JMU's On-Campus Interviewing program can assist
juniors and seniors of ALL MAJORS seeking
summer internship and full-time employment
opportunities.

The first resume submission deadline is September
15. and interviews begin September 29, so don't
delay!

New SVove openinj U WaUo^
hkiUtMk, kw^xkmt folmmmrt WnfsnotloIoni*»UsSperlnoGoods'Ul»
stores ml more ■ fa my, m're Mk| lot people to IM fat pas«fif«^ii*oirtu0j(iiiR*«iiiVm«l
yw bov. or rmv« ar««nd iSe store It's your cdl

Full & Part-Time Positions
Hunting/Fistung/
Camping

GoK
General Sporting Goods
Cashiers

Footwear
Reteiving
Administrative Assistan
Janitorial/Maintenance

Companies recruiting on campus include:
Hyatt Hotels
U.S. Census Bureau
Deloitte & Touche
Pricewaterhouse Coopers
Ernst & Young
KPMG
Booz Allen Hamilton
Lockheed Martin
Target Corporation

BB&T
Freddie Mac
AMS
NVR/Ryan Homes
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Gannett
Carmax
Peace Corps
And many more!

Positions are available for all majors. Register today!

monster

and the office of
Academic Advising & Career Development.
For more mformaUon. call 568-8229,

"WW

JOB FAIR
August 28th-Sept. 6th*
Tuesday - Thursday, 10AM - 7PM
Friday & Saturday, 10AM - 5PM
* no hours on Labor Day weekend
Hampton Inn
3750 Gain Hwy, Waldorf
Equal Opportunity Employer

Brought to you by .

%

f

HUM !»ITItt MCI«

Apparel
Bike Ted
Exercise

To be eligible, register online at
http://www.imu.edu/career/interviewina.

i

Call 540-896-6286 or email
Escape2More@hotmail.com
today to reserve your
FREE Ticket to PARADISE

u»uiu;.PicVs^po>4iv\^6oo<As.v\ef/cweevs

j
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CLASSIFIEDS
B^RREN^I
Maryland Avsnua • 2
^Mdooffli available in 3 bedroom
j-apj.tment.
2
bath,
new
•'cor*"wc''<>n. kitchen, hardwood/
^cefon^ floor*. W/D. $300/room,
J-un'iirnlshed; or 1325/room,
£turr«Shed.

\DVERTISE YOUR
KENTAI, PROPERTY
IS THE BREEZE!
1 » Pricts. Oretf Remit*!

Qrwt Clothai, Heasa.aras
■••to. Staff) Grft & Thnn. 227 N
Mam.
Oes*. CraaW,. Urn**;. Mo*.!
Pentium II (Windows 98) with
monitor. PC speakers. 4 drawer
Mff, 2 thalf bookcase, printer
table with Me drawer, foosbiii
tabu (new), bowling bell (16 lb)
with oaf. 3 piece luggage, tent
(sleeps e>. Located In Wsynesboro.
Call 54O447O075
Ceeker Spaniel PMBBUS - AKC
regisiered, buff, red. spotted.
Shots and wormed Cute, loveabte
indoor and outdoor pet*. $250.
Cell234*8W

568-6127

-is 2 Fold Explorer - Hot. custom.
Jio. is of eitraa Including sound
»$yvem. engine and exterior work.
;an morel Call Mlto, 442-9097
gStllsm'MMX ■ 200 MH>. 32M
(y 1. 8G hard drive. 24X COROM.
Wi Jews 96. Otto* 97. HP Deskjet
5; i. 2 HP 26 cartridges. $200
o o Call 612-2244 or email
do <gamx6hmg.edu.
1$
-vsp
4r
..«.
2

1SS7 ftad MoM« Carto - f.cllwit
condition. M.300 miles loaded.
new tire*. 14.495 CM 8300444.

9 Maida Pwtaige - blue, 5
'd. power wtndowa and doors.
500 mil«a. new tires. CD,
(Uent condition. $6,500 Call
€272.

;«<9"~
I - 94K miles. 5
removable sunroof, new
ii tires, beautiful car inside and
$5,995 Call 540740-8245

Only $15 to run your
"For Sale" ad for the
entire semester or
until your item sells
| whichever comes first»!
This offer 15 good n->v. ihrou^li
DaambM 5 2003 anJ aBtf arr/li^
lo adrntumg in ihr Tor Safe"
•tnion Ads must be 20 word* «
few Offer appeal lo indfcidul
item only Retal mm and
toww do not «ualif> for this
sprtul offer All «U ut suhrvi lo
Bree» approval
Out mas out on that greai deal!

566-6127

Handy Person with Track - light
carpentry, painting, cleaning, and
hauling. Can 234*317 or 433-7157
• ortenng retail
sales of health and nutrition
products (energy drinks, low fat
snacks, weight management
programs, etc.). Ash about 20%
discount reta>l membership plans/
oooortumty Call 540746-2703 or
5404329045. Ask 'or Ken.
tkyll"* Gymnastics - we need
instructors Call 4313427
Position Available Iniporta Media
Relations - for the 2003 2004
school year Suceessfu- applicant
•M assist >n coverage of 28 NCAA
sports Weekend and night work
required.
Photography and
Photoshop experience preferred.
Applications available In Sports
Media Relations. Godwin Hall.
Room
220
or
Athletics
Photography. Chandler Hail. Room
G-12.
Seeking
Eiperlenced DJs,
Emcees. Dancers - Call Mike after
1:00 pm. 4354369.
■talent to Work Frldeye and
Saterdays - at local business.
Preference given to business
majors and upperciassmen. Call
4311234. 9:00 em 5:00 o.m
Parking terries* - is currently
seeking students Interested in
vorking for the student program.
Apply
on
the
web
at
*m*jr»u eou/parting, or in person
at our office located on the ground
level of the parking deck. Call
568-6105 or email pnc4sa6hjniu.edu
for additional informat«w.

cieesMed AavrtWa; Miaigir ■
Promote classified advertising
section, design the layout, and so
much more! Great experience and
flexible hours. See ad below for
details or call Lauren Klneiski at
Theflrasve. 56&6127

NOTICE
For more inUvnution and .mi-urnc
retarding the iBvctfigatjnn of financing
hwrtcv* ifpununiiKv conun the
Better Bminess Bureju. Inc.
1-W0-S33-5S91

■artaneer Trainees Needed
$250 a day potential. Local
positions. 1800-2933985. e*t
215

lir-i^mfrH.'.l
MnilMrin'iM

Students to Help on Horse Farm
in exchange for lessons and ndtng
privileges. 30 minutes from JMU
Opportunity to show and foxhunt.
Flexible hours. Call 826-3223 lor
information

PCiunyCoiis^aamrasiaskiipsjiilii.
New Systems • 432-6679, house
cans made

Camp Horl/onx Trail Guides
Experienced trad guides needed for
equine program at local camp and
conference facility Immediate
openings, interested candidates
please contact: HR Dept . Camp
Horuons. 3586 HoHjone Way,
Harnaonburg, VA 22802. Fax:
540«965455. call 896-7600. ext.
101 or 102 or you may email:
maurerdOhorironsva.com. Camp
Horuons is an EEO employer

USA Sprlag Break - Cancun,
Bahamas, Acapulco, Jamaica &
more. Don I be fooled! Go with
Quality and experience! 28 years in
business. Largest student tour
operator (Division of USA Student
Tra**!. Caltol free 1-6774606077.
Now also nmng campus raps. Earn 2
tree trips for 15 travelers and $$.

1800-2616743

tat tprtraflraafc Trips • All the fun
and all the protection. American
Express Worldwide Guaranteed
best buy. One free tnp tor every 10
paid or cash starting with first
booking. Make you spring break
Exjdreme! Exxtreme Vacations, inc
1800336-2260
Organising a Spring greek Trip?
Put an ad m 'he flree/e to let
people know about if 5684127.

After School Help Needed • for
awesome middle school aged boy.
Good cash, good time! 476-2757.

23 People Needed ■ to lose
weejht. IMS weedy lost 10 pounds
and 3 inches in 18 days. Call

Whiter and Spring Brack • Ski and
beach trips on sale now" Call
1 800 SUNCHASE or go to
www.Sonchasa.com today'

Stvdtnt lour Operator H
Camvn, Atamvko, lamoUm,

MwnMsaWrhrMf

i ooki„8 for I, PERFECT, FLEXIBLE

PlKtAClaaMedAd
S.VOOfw Ihc firu 10 wonh
S2 00 for each addll 0 tradi
Block id> «re JlO/inch
Vow irrrplinr "*iUt <Wi H
SM-6127

Welcome
Back JMU!
Did you know thai your
parents can get a
subscription to
The Breeze?

TRAVEL

Sprlag Bras* 10041 Travel with
Beach Life Vacations! America's
bast student tour operator!
Jamaica. Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas. Florida. Sen trips, earn
cash, travel free' Hurry • book now!
Call 1-80O733-6347.
www.be acfirVfe facet rona. com

i Trainees Needed • $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1800293-3965. ext 613.

VUXorihirJcli^mail
■ir SHil for first cliis mail.
sou CSS rcicivc a full year of

The Brteze!

INT

IVfl

vieis
1-800-648-4849
www.ststrnwpl.com

Call loday to start your
subscription! Wc accept VISA
aihi M j«ii'i Card by phone or
you may mail in your payment.
568-6127

on-campus job:

The Breeze is now hiring ,i

CLASSIFIEDS ADVERTISING MANAGER
I be < lassihcds advertising manager is responsible for laying out the classifieds section
ol the ncwspapei
Wei

IISIIIJ;

Quark Xl'ress.as well ,is.inputting classifieds on lln Brei .1

He In ,i,l.In ion. 1 lu-s will he in 1 lurgc of promoting tl issifieds advertisement sales,

generating n< v 11 inns, working within 1 deadline and keeping .1 spreadsheet log of all
clients .in.l advertisements I Ins position requires approximate!) In i" 12 hours per week

Submit your resume by Sept.
Nki

I.M

more iiili»rin.iii.in

WANTED:
The Breeze is now hiring
an ONLINE EDITOR
Interested?
Send in a resume and a
cover letter to
Drew Wilson, Breeze editor,
by Sept. 12 at 4 p.m.
The Breeze is located in the basement of
Anthony Seesjer Hall
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